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Editorial
John Porter

Registrars Wanted

Changing times are always with us and people move on. Recently Tony Lloyd, our 100E 
and 107E Registrar, as well as provider of technical advice, has resigned from his post to 
coincide with his retirement and house move. Tony has been the registrar for the more 
modern and newest Sidevalves for a good number of years and has written much useful 
information on the two models in Sidevalve News.

Also standing down as Regional Contact is David Taylor who organised the very active 
Sussex Group. Some years ago David organised the successful National Sidevalve Day at 
Brooklands. Fortunately, David has some willing replacements so that his good work will 
continue. Thanks to you both for all the support and help over the years. 

In Tony’s case, a replacement for the post of 100E/107E Registrar will now be needed 
immediately. Can you help? If you would like to know more then email me or Shirley – 
alternatively phone me on 01455 212038 between 6 and 9 pm. Not forgetting that Yvon is still 
valiantly care-taking the E83W Register and I am sure that, in the long term, he would like to 
be able to concentrate on his Pre-War Register. So, is there an E83W enthusiast out there who 
would be able to at least assist Yvon with the register? Interested? Then contact Yvon to find 
out what is involved.

I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a happy Christmas and productive New 
Year.

Front Cover

A colour cover with which to celebrate the season! Our Sri Lankan friend Mr Dela Bandra has 
sent in this beautiful and colourful photograph of his Ford Popular, bedecked in red ribbons and 
flanked by a delightful couple in traditional dress.

Membership Renewal for 2008

Enclosed with this issue of Sidevalve News 
is the second and final renewal reminder 
notice.  Although your membership does not 
expire until 31st December 2007 it would be 
greatly appreciated if you would renew as 
early as possible to take some of the pressure 
off the membership secretary around the 
Christmas period. The Club is able to 
accept cheques, postal orders or credit card 
payments, or you can use the direct debit 
form enclosed. The benefit of payment via 
direct debit is that the money is taken out 
of your account when it’s due and not 
before, and you don’t have to worry about 
remembering to renew in the future.

Remember, if you want to receive your 
February 2008 Sidevalve News magazine on 
time you must renew your membership by 
31st December 2007.

Membership cards for 2008 will be sent 
out with the February 2008 magazine.

There are many advantages in belonging 
to the Club and below are just are a few:

• Spares Service

• Magazine

• Technical Advice 

• Local Groups 

• Events

• Remanufactured Items

• Registrars

• Free adverts

The Pop Shopper includes advertisements 
from both members and non members. Can I 
remind members that if you are considering 
purchasing goods from advertisements in 
Pop Shopper then you should ensure that the 
goods are what they say they are before you 
part with your money.

Shirley Wood – General Secretary
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Events
Brian Cranswick

When the NEC Classic Motor Show comes 
around again, you can say that’s about it 
for another year and think about wrapping 
up your old Sidevalve for the winter. Let us 
all look forward to a better summer in 2008 
to be out and about enjoying our old motors 
– we really do need the support from the 
membership for our Sidevalve gatherings. 
It does not matter really what condition 
your car is in – bring it along, your regional 
area contact would be very pleased to hear 
from you. If there are not many events in 
your area, try and buddy up with other 
classic cars clubs and contacting local steam 
rally organisers.

Events 2008

16th & 17th February, Bristol Classic 
Car Show, Royal Bath & West showground, 
Shepton Mallet. Club stand – contact Ivor 
Bryant.

20th April, FBHVC Drive Your Classic 
Day, Cambridgeshire Group – Sidevalve 
meet Ramsey / Huntingdon area. All 
members are welcome – further details and 
venue to be advised in the February magazine. 
Please contact Brian Cranswick.

7th – 14th June, Sidevalve holiday, The 
Eastmount Hotel, Shanklin, Isle of Wight. 
Take your old Sidevalve on holiday. Distance 
is no object for the North London Group – 
contact Jennie and Robin Thake for details.

Looking Back 25 Years At What Was 
Happening In 1982

Can you remember attending?

27th June, Southern Sidevalve Day. A 
splendid turnout of Sidevalves at Warlingham 
Sports Club, Surrey.

4th July, Northern Sidevalve Day 
Gathering, at Lightwater Valley, North 
Yorkshire.

7th August, FSOC AGM, held at The 
Angel Hotel, Market Harborough, 
Leicestershire.

8th August, National Sidevalve Day 
& Model Y 50th Anniversary. Loads of 
Sidevalves travelled to Stanford Hall, 
Lutterworth, Leicestershire. Furthest travelled 
member – Morton Reimer all the way from 
Hamburg in his Model Y.

12th September, Midland Sidevalve Day, 
reported as the first event organised by the 
Coventry group at Coombe Countryside Park, 
Warwickshire.

Members with Fond Memories

I have received an email from Friedel Erdelman 
in the Netherlands, with all his fond memories 

of attending the 1980 National Sidevalve day 
and the Dagenham Pilgrimage 1992. Apologies 
to Friedel for the gremlins in my email box 
who kept deleting his attachments. On the 
third try they managed to stay in.

Dear Brian,

Articles in the last two Sidevalve issues 
jogged my memory. In 1980, at that time 
living in the Netherlands, we decided 
to attend the Sidevalve Day. The 1949 
E493A crossed the Northsea and via Bury 
St Edmunds, Peterborough we reached 
Oakham where we stayed one night, then 
the next day on to Matlock Bath where we 
met other Sidevalve enthusiasts. The dinner 
in the evening had its own Sidevalve menu 
(photo 1). The other day we travelled to 
Woolaton Park where, to my big surprise, 
I was awarded with a second prize (photo 
2). Needless to say we had a super time.

In 1992 we lived already more than eleven 
years in the UK and the Dagenham Pilgrimage 
was just around the corner where we 
lived, starting in Romford where participants 
received a nice rallyplate (photo 3). Pre-war 
Tourers are a bit of a rarity and two together at 
the same moment is something one does not 
encounter every day. Here is my Australian 
Tourer together with a Dagenham-built one 
(photo 4), as I can vaguely recollect belonging 
to Bruce Palmer, or does memory now play 
a trick on me?

I am also very happy to see Steve 
Waldenberg is still very much alive and 
kicking. I can remember visiting him in the 
very early eighties for spareparts. It costed 
me a few grey hairs to find his garage 
somewhere in the Leeds innerlands. But he 
had the parts! Fond memories.

Greetings,

Friedel Erdelmann

The Netherlands

Another member with some really great 
memories is John Candy who lives near 
Westbury, Wiltshire. Although John sold both 
his cars many years ago he has still remained 
a member of the club. John remembers the 
eighties when he owned two 103Es, 650 DHU 
and XJH 929. John would like to know where 
his old Pops now are – still in the club? 
Distance was no problem at all then for John. 
He went on the Sidevalve holiday to Holland, 
and remembers wonderful hospitality and his 
old Pop using almost three gallons of oil on 
the round trip! John has sent in some great 
pictures from the 1981 Northern Sidevalve 
day and the 1982 National Sidevalve day.

To include any future events in the magazine 
or just to let us know about what is happening 

in your area and any fond memories from my 
past report listings, contact Brian Cranswick.

Photo 1

Photo 4

Photo 3

Photo 2
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Area News
Yorkshire

Nigel Hilling

Area News

So that’s another year nearly over. Not the 
best one for weather but most events did 
take place despite it. There were even some 
very nice days and some of the Autumn 
weekends have been very pleasant. Our 
road run took place in October and is 
reported below. Our last meeting at the 
Black Bull attracted 16 folk who were 
treated to the first sighting of Dinah’s Pop 
on the road. We will no doubt be having a 
December meet but not on the last Tuesday 
as this is Christmas Day, and possibly not 
at the Black Bull. Tuesday 18th is the likely 
date but ring me to confirm the venue.

Compliments of the season to everyone and 
make sure those New Year resolutions include 
work on your Sidevalve.

Cheshire Run

The promised road run took place on Sunday 
14th October on one of the not so good 
weather days. The run started from the Black 
Bull with myself, Wayne Wallis, and Denis 
Matthewman in Uprights, John Stathers in a 
100E-powered F4 Morgan, and Alan Johnson 
and Roy Fisher in slightly more modern 
machinery. Denis had arrived just as we were 
about to leave but had a charging problem 
(photo 1) so his passenger Gordon MacKenzie 
was taken back to his house for a spare battery. 
We left hoping that they would catch up at the 
morning halt. We picked up David Manterfield 
in his E493A at Stocksbridge before driving 
through the Strines, a ten mile stretch of up 
hill and down dale. The route then took us 
past Ladybower reservoir, through Bamford to 
the High Peak garden centre for refreshments. 
Here we were met by John Duckenfield (103E) 
and Rob Goodlad (100E). A phone call from 
Gordon said he and Denis were on the way 
but they encountered further problems and 
although they reached the garden centre they 

then decided to return home while the car was 
still running.

 Suitably refreshed the rest of the entourage 
headed off through Hope and Castleton to 
ascend Winnats Pass en route to Whaley 
Bridge. It was here that our illustrious 
Chairman and wife joined in their open topped 
Chesil Speedster after a rather wet journey 
up from the Midlands. The route then took 
us through Macclesfield to our lunch stop 
at Jodrell Bank, home of the famous Lovell 
telescope. Photos 2 and 3 show most of the 
participating vehicles in the car park at Jodrell 
Bank. After a lunch and a good look round it 
was off once more on a scenic route headed 
to the south of Buxton. The lack of navigators 
in the cars resulted in half the group missing 
a turn in Macclesfield Forest but they soon 
managed to find the main group who had 
stopped in anticipation. A little vaporisation, 
despite the cool weather, caused some minor 
problems at the back of the group but 
all eventually arrived at the Brierlow Bar 
Bookstore for the afternoon halt. Photo 4 
shows the Sidevalve participants only as there 
wasn’t the room to get the others into the 
picture.

After browsing the discount bookstore (visit 
recommended if you’re in the area) and taking 
in more refreshments, some of the group 
made their own way home whilst the rest 
followed the route back to Bamford. The 
Sheffield contingent then peeled off to leave 
the remainder to re-cross the Strines and return 
to the Black Bull to complete a 130 mile run. 
Hopefully everyone enjoyed the day out.

Mining Museum

Probably the last event of the season for many, 
this was an HCVS-organised gathering at the 
National Mining Museum, Caphouse Colliery, 
near Wakefield at the end of October. Seven 
Sidevalves turned up. The weather was mixed 
in the morning but turned out very pleasant in 
the afternoon. Underground tours are available 
as part of the museum attractions and the café 
serves a good Sunday dinner, adding up to a 
pleasant day out.

Photo 1

Photo 4

Photo 3

Photo 2

Essex
John Hull

The Essex Group have had a good finale 
to a show season made poor by the British 
weather! The only disappointment was 
the cancellation of the All Ford Rally at 
Abingdon.

Mick attended the show at St Mary’s 
School, Bishops Stortford, on 16th September 
where the club stand was organised by the 
North London group. He won the prize for best 
commercial vehicle with his E83W truck.

I attended the Grand Motorbilia Day at 
Battlesbridge on 30th September, along with 
Bob, Dave and Dean. The show was a great 
success as the weather was great, and there 
were so many cars that the organisers ran out 
of room and had to turn people away.

Dave was very pleased that he has finally 
moved his car to his garage at his new home, 
so Wendy will know where to find him when 
he disappears!

I have laid my 103E up for the winter on 
one of those new-fangled cradles that allows 
me to move it around easily in any direction. 
I have jacked it up quite high to enable me 

to inspect the underside and repaint where 
necessary. This makes a nasty job much 
easier.

We met again at the Huntsman and Hounds 
on 6th November, and agreed that we would 
hold our Christmas meal on 4th December, so 
by the time you read this we will be full of 
festive cheer! The Essex Group would like to 
wish all members a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year, and look forward to seeing 
some of you in 2008 either at our monthly 
meetings or at shows.
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Area News
Emily and Babs Wish to Meet Other Sidevalves for Fun and Friendship
An exclusive interview for Sidevalve News

[SVN] Welcome, ladies. I see that you 
both still wear your Prefect badges but would 
you care to tell us a little more about 
yourselves?

[Babs] Thank you. As the elder, I will 
go first. I’m what might be termed a mature 
lady since I am approaching my seventieth 
birthday. I have lived all my life in Surrey 
and been in the same family all the time. 
I’ve been grey from birth and this has always 
made me stand out from the crowd. Some 
people say that my eyes are my best feature 
but, once you get to know me, you will find 
that I am special in many ways!

[Emily] I’m far more sprightly, being in 
my early sixties, and still manage to get 
about a fair bit. I’ve lived with various people 
over the years but have now settled down in 
Redhill and have a 100E stepsister who is 
just fifty. I like to wear bright colours rather 
than traditional black so you will often find 
me turning heads as I pass through the town.

[SVN] You approached Sidevalve News 
because you thought that we could help you. 
What is it you want to do and how do you 
think we can assist?

[Babs] Well. As you know, Emily and I 
have developed a friendship and we have her 
stepsister who can tag along from time to 
time. But we understand that there are lots 
of other Sidevalves out there in the Surrey, 
Sussex, Kent and South London area and we 
would like to get to know them better.

[Emily] When you get to our age, it isn’t 
so easy to go out and make new friends. We 
don’t find it easy to travel long distances and 
our eyesight means that we like to get home 
before it gets too dark. There must be lots of 
other Sidevalves in a similar situation and we 
thought that it might be nice to get together 
more often and chat or go to visit places as 
a group.

[Babs] That’s an important point. We 
don’t want to spend all our time sitting in 
fields while people stare at us. We want to 
be on the road and having fun. There are lots 

of places we can visit – vineyards, National 
Trust properties, gardens, events or even pubs 
and restaurants.

[Emily] We understand that, now and 
again, older Sidevalves suffer from poor 
health and can’t get out. So we think that it 
would be sensible for our people to be able 
to go to some of these events in their more 
modern vehicles if the distance is too great or 
we are indisposed. As we said, this is about 
friendship and getting to know each other 
rather than just exhibiting ourselves.

[SVN] Okay, so what you want to do is 
to form a group for Surrey, Kent and South 
London – plus any other local areas just 
beyond that. How do you think we can help?

[Emily] Since you have so many contacts, 
we wondered if you would mind acting like a 
dating agency for us. If you were to tell 
your readers about us and what we wanted 
to do, they could then get in contact and talk 
about it a bit more. We have a small circle 
of friends who can help get us started but, 
to be viable, we need more participants and 
we were hoping that you could help us by 
spreading the word.

[Babs] We are happy to meet with all 
Ford Sidevalves be they pre-war, post-war, 
specials, private or commercial – we might 
be Prefects but we are not snobs. 

[Emily] I’ve even met up with a Siva – 
he was really special. And I’m told that there 
was a racing crowd that used to hang around 
Brooklands racetrack. Now they really would 
be fun to meet!

[SVN] At this point, I think I ought to 
draw this interview to a close. We will try 
to publicise your new group and hopefully 
you will get lots of interest. Once you are 
established, please come back and tell us 
how you are getting on. In the meantime, I 
understand that you would like us to use the 
following contacts if anyone is interested in 
meeting up with you or finding out more.

Contact: Angela Hume 
Mobile: 07884 184882
E-mail: babssidevalve@aol.com

Two lovely ladies, and friends

Ford and the Earl 

Picture of the 'Earl' bound for Llanfair 
waiting in Brooke Street, Welshpool. From a 
postcard bought in the market at Welshpool.
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Area News
Cambridgeshire

Brian Cranswick

Skylark Garden Centre & Country 
Show 1st & 2nd September

Due to a poor response on the Sunday I 
was the only club member who turned up, 
which was a shame as this event was well 
supported with approximately 100 models 
of various makes all attending this local 
show. The arena was filled up with around 
40 cars, all lined up for a commentary 
about themselves, finishing in the middle 
with a horn blasting! I spotted two non-
member Sidevalves on the day – a very 
smart recently purchased and repainted 
E494A, 579 UXM, and a black 103E, PXN 
162 – identical to my Pop Ollie. Hopefully 
the owners may soon become new members. 
This would be a good show for arranging a 
club stand – can we encourage some more 
members to come along next year?

Website 100E

Norman Wedley has sent me some interesting 
history about Annie, his 100E Anglia, EFL 318. 
This car has spent all its life in Peterborough 
and was supplied by the local Ford Agents, 
and also is now featured on the club website.

Annie’s Story
Lots of us give names to our cars. The original 
owner named ours Annie the Anglia. It says 
so on the back of a tiny photo taken when she 
was new. So who were we to change her name 
when he died after owning her for 30 years?

Her story with me starts when I was playing 
in a knockout chess tournament in the chess 
club of Perkins Engines in Peterborough where 
I used to work. My opponent was a colleague 
who I knew well, having played chess with 
him for around twenty years. The game ended 
in a draw, which meant that we would have 
to play again. Whilst putting on our coats, he 
mentioned that he had a car to sell, which was 
older than his own and in better condition. He 
went on to elaborate that he was the executor 
for the will of Janis Buchis, a life-long friend 
and fellow Latvian who, like himself, had 
settled in England in 1945 when the war 
ended. The car was a 100E Anglia, similar 
to the 100E Prefect that had been my second 
car when I was 21 years old. His friend had 
bought it new in 1956, and clocked 47,000 
miles in the 30 years before he died. He only 
used it at weekends, using a moped to go to 
work.

I was fascinated, but didn’t think any more 
about it at the time. However, when we played 
the return game in the knockout competition, 
he told me that he still had the car to sell, 

and was getting desperate. The house had 
been sold, with all its contents, except for the 
Anglia, which was still standing in the small 
garage that the owner had built on the side of 
his house. The house was due to change hands 
in the next few days and he needed to find a 
home for the car very quickly. He didn’t want 
a lot. He just wanted a small cheque that he 
could give to the solicitors to say that it had 
been sold.

I went home to Jeanette and told her about 
the car. ‘You’ve got to have it,’ was her 
response. I pointed out that we didn’t have 
any money to buy it, nor anywhere to keep it 
in the dry. ‘I don’t care. You’ve got to have it. 
You’ll never have the chance again,’ was her 
response! Who was I to argue? Next day we 
saw a neighbour who had an unused garage 
and arranged to keep the car there for a couple 
of years whilst arranging to extend our garage 
with a carport. I’m no mechanic, but my 
mechanic friend who already looked after my 
main car agreed that he would be able to 
maintain her. After all, he had cut his teeth on 
Fords like the Anglia and had always preferred 
Fords. So Annie moved the two miles from 
her address of 30 years to her new home with 
us where she has now been for 21 years.

Annie is probably unique in that we have 
the history of every trip she has made since 
25th March 1959, when Janis decided to keep 
a diary of everywhere he drove her.

There were many trips to the local seaside 
resort of Hunstanton. Janis’s wife apparently 
loved the place, and it was not unusual for 
them to go for the day every other weekend, 
then go to stop for a week and then go again a 
couple of weeks later.

In that first year of the diary they toured 
Cornwall, clocking a total of 934 miles in 
nine days. In 1960 they toured Scotland, 
clocking 1490 miles in 10 days, travelling 
via Edinburgh (335 miles on the first day), 
Aberdeen, Inverness and Fort William. For 
the next three years, there were many trips 
to Hunstanton, until in 1964 they spent a 
fortnight in Dorset, visiting Studland Bay on 
three consecutive days from where they were 
staying in Swanage. Then they went again 

in 1965. It seems that Janis was a creature 
of habit. In 1966 it was back to visits to 
Hunstanton. Then in 1967 they went abroad, 
leaving Annie at Luton airport for a fortnight. 
They did the same in each of the next five 
years. However in 1975 the annual mileage 
started to drop as Janis’s wife became ill. 
From 1979 the diary shows that Janis visited 
the crematorium four or five times a year, 
including every December 10th, which I 
guessed (and my friend confirmed) was the 
anniversary of his wife’s death in 1978.

Finally in 1985, Janis clocked a mere 172 
miles, made up almost entirely of visits to his 
fellow countryman who sold Annie to me.

We have obviously maintained the diary 
since I bought the car in April 1986. It shows 
several trips to National Sidevalve Days, and 
our first outing to – where else – Hunstanton 
of course! I’ll have to sit down and work out 
how much Annie has cost in petrol and repairs 
since 1959. When I do, I’ll write again.

– Norman Wedley

Ollie’s Running Report

I have had problems all summer with 
experiencing intermittent charging, which has 
now been sorted by replacing the voltage cut 
out box with a reconditioned unit.
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Bristol
Ivor Bryant

The Great West run on 7th October 
organised by Peter Williams on behalf of 
the Horton club was a success, with little or 
no rain. The run was, as last year, from the 
Michaelwood services on the M5, through 
Gloucester, through the Forest of Dean to 
end in Chepstow. I watched the start but 
due to the combination of a flat battery, 
doubtful dynamo and no time to sort it out 
decided I had better not chance it.

Sidevalves in attendance included the 
E83W of Peter Williams, another van of John 
Williams, Geoff Hammond with his Shirley, 
Paul Hanley’s 100E Popular, the E493A 
Prefects of Alan Lander and Brian Bedford, 
the E494A Anglia of Dave Perry and my own 
7Y (at the start).

Other members included John Porter in 
his Chesil, Tony Faithful in a Commer lorry, 
and Jim Nichols in a Ford Thames Trader 
sounding very nice.

Paul had a slight mishap at the halfway 
stop, reversing his 100E’s tail pipe into a kerb 
... He only drives a transporter for a living, 
having been a driving instructor previously; 
must have been overcome with excitement!

On 3rd November Pete and myself were 
back at Shepton Mallet, setting up for the 
weekend’s restoration show. We had Dave 
Perry’s Anglia and Peter’s truck on the stand. 
Brian Price, Paul Hanley and Dave manned 
the stand on Saturday; Peter, Dave and myself 
on Sunday. The show itself was disappointing, 
not a lot of cars and even less proper jumble.

Having attended the usual shows, Welland 
steam fair and the Toddington steam event, 
the number of jumble stands appears to be 
dwindling rapidly ... eBay is clean, cosy and 
easy but not half the fun.

We will have a stand in February for six 
cars so I’m looking for exhibits and staff for 
the weekend of 16th and 17th. Booked in 
so far is a stock car of Dave Kerswell from 
Buckfastleigh and Prefect of Shaun Robinson 
from Mells. Please phone me if you can help 
in any way.

I met Bill Wills, who’s almost completed 
an E04A Anglia, and another regular visitor 
who’s restoring another. Colin White looked 
in as he generally does.

On the home front my Anglia is receiving 
attention to the door pillars, the 7Y needs the 
dynamo fixing, the CX will be in slumber 
until Easter, the Pattisson Roller is where we 
left it (too heavy to move it, but it’s partly 
under a sheet and coated in oil). The 4-door 

Model Y we collected has been dismantled 
with parts being distributed from Liverpool 
to Exeter so far. I’m holding the front axle 
for someone in Hereford ... please phone me 
back.

Peter has rewired his E83W from scratch; it 
even has a cigarette lighter to plug the satnav 
in.

Photos on www.flickr.com – go to classic 
Fords, or search for photos by carsblackcat.

Have a good Christmas, see you next year.

End of the Road for a Model Y

DXE 200, post April 1936, black 4 door, 
sliding roof, no scuttle vent. Body number 
166/8571. Red trim. I have a photo on a glass 

plate of it with presumably its owner when he 
was proud of it.

Tax discs found with the car expired in 
1960.

I have salvaged the headlight rims and 
spotlight, the sliding roof vents and sun visor.

Will be dismantling the other remains and 
chucking out the rest. Basically keeping the 
axles, engine, box, inner wings, headlights, 
maybe bulkhead, wheels, maybe back wings, 
glass, door handles.

Peter Williams has an online photo album 
of the recovery at
http://albums.photo.epson.com/j/
AlbumIndex?u=4466370&a=32576502&pw=

Area News

Pictures from Shepton Mallet
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Area News
Regional Contact 
Profile

John Porter 

Ford Sidevalves popped into my life in the 
late sixties; my family were keen members 
of the Bristol Motorcycle & Light Car 
Club based in the Bristol area of the 
West Country. One of the motorised sports 
supported was Production Car Trials under 
the RAC Regulations and, as many Upright 
owners know, the Upright is at least as 
happy off-road as on the black top! To this 
end, father and son (with bright shiny new 
license at the tender age of 17) went in 
search of a suitable mount for said PCTs. 
The car that fitted the bill and was also 
cheap was a brush painted blue Popular 
that was previously ubiquitous black. One 
assumes that the Dulux paint job was to 
widen the sales appeal of what was now 
a very old-fashioned car! Our first job 
after a rain storm was to screw a piece of 
aluminium over the leaking canvas top – 
a common and easy way out of doing the 
job properly. I enjoyed some trials and 
various club events before the big ends said 
‘enough!’

Various Ford Populars followed usually in 
the £3 to £15 range – yes, they were that 
cheap. Many were trailered or dragged home 
on a short rope and used for spares.

My decision to build my Siva was as a 
result of rescuing a 1937 7Y from the car 
park of a local B&B where I was told that the 
car had been abandoned by two Glaswegian 
building society thieves. Surely not a getaway 
car? Anyway, the car was too far gone to 
get roadworthy as the bodywork was beyond 
my skills. The chassis and mechanics were 
useable and my thoughts turned to building 
a kit-car, only to discover that in 1969 there 
was little available for the venerable Ford 
Sidevalve. There was the Fieldmouse and the 
Siva. I don’t really remember why I chose 
the Siva but I have always been interested 
in veteran cars so perhaps the opportunity to 
have a look-a-like was the reason.

Approaching 40 years with the same car 
is sobering. During that time I have been a 
farmer, mechanic, garage owner and, latterly, 
a teacher. I now face another change as 
I contemplate leaving teaching to pursue 
something else.

I joined what was originally the 100E 
Owners’ Club which then went on to become 
the FSOC, to include early cars right back to 
the first Model Y of 1932. Even the Ford V8 
was welcome in those early days, although the 
owners later moved to American Flathead V8 
clubs as time went on, I seem to remember. 
Yes, I remember driving up to one of the early 
Sidevalve Days in Twickenham – I forget 

when! At that time I had found something 
with a roof and doors in the form of a 1953 
Popular from Bath which carried me up the 
A4 from the West Country to Twickenham 
in London. A few years later there was a 
club day at a Ford dealer in Maidstone which 
necessitated an overnight stay in a hotel, which 
was something I was not accustomed to at that 
tender age.

On moving to the Midlands in 1990, I 
joined the local Coventry Group and ended 
up organising a Sidevalve Day at Nuneaton. 
Somehow, I became the Events Co-ordinator 
which necessitated attending committee 
meetings at Abingdon. Following Jim 
Norman’s retirement from the post of club 
chairman, I was too slow in stepping backward 
...

The Siva has been joined by a Nickri 
Spyder based on a Model Y chassis, which I 
thought would give me a more nippy Sidevalve 

– which it has, providing I can keep the 
coolant in the engine!

Don't ask about the goats!

JP with the old girl

For Sale
Dear Sirs,

My name is Charles Verrijt and I live in 
the Netherlands. I own a ’54 Ford Popular 
that I would like to sell. It’s a right hand drive 
and in very good condition. Do you happen 
to know anyone that might be interested?
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Area News
Merseyside

Joe Wheatley

I’m continuing to document some of our 
activities during the summer. Unfortunately 
I have misplaced my notes so sincere 
apologies to anyone I have forgotten!

Saturday 4 & Sunday 5 August – 
Woodvale Rally

The forecast for the weekend was not brilliant 
and it was very windy to boot. My son, Alex, 
and his friends had been looking forward to 
this show all year so I took the Friday off so 
we could load up the Mondeo with camping 
gear and supplies for the four of them. We 
set off in the early afternoon and set up camp 
for the lads. It was so breezy that we had to tie 
one of the guy ropes to a car to stop the ‘igloo’ 
tent from deforming. The lads then tried to 
help me set up the club marquee, but it was so 
windy when we tried to lift it onto its legs that 
it tried to take off. We had to leave the roof 
on the ground suitably pegged down, hoping 
things would be better in the morning. I left the 
lads to it and went home to a nice warm bed 
while they tried to burn things on a barbecue.

Things were a bit calmer the following 
morning and, though clouds were covering the 
sky, we did not get any rain. Ronnie Rees 
(ex Bill Moore 103E) and Gary Mulleneux 
(100E Pop) were already on site and the lads 
came over to help us put up the marquee. 
Fortunately the wind continued to decrease 
throughout the weekend so the only casualty 
was my small gazebo that got blown down the 
previous night.

We were soon joined by Bill Moore (105E 
now, but we still speak to him), Arthur 
Speakman (Falcon Caribbean special), Dave 
Rothwell (E83W pick up and E494C van), 
Gordon Rimmer (E83W pick up). Chris Buxton 
in his Mk2 Escort and Steve Sidebotham (Ian’s 
look-alike brother) with a very nice Daimler 
SP250 (Dart).

There is always a lot to see at this show, 
though the cars are sometimes a bit sparse on 
the Saturday and the autojumble is not usually 
much to write home about. The compensation 
however is a large number of other stalls 
selling everything from army surplus to kites, 
a large ‘car boot’, model boats, model trains 
and the biggest model aircraft show in the UK. 
The model planes are amazing and for me are 
the main attraction with everything from stunt 
planes to jet airliners. Each evening they bring 
the day to a close with a mock bombing 
of a ‘chippy’ by some model Wellington, 
Halifax or Lancaster aircraft with lots of 
pyrotechnics replicating flak, ak-ak and bomb 
bursts. Almost as noisy are the Merlin and 
Griffin aero engines that are run up regularly 
throughout the day. So, lots to see and do in 

addition to admiring the cars and commercials 
on display.

Sunday brought an even better turn-out: 
Bill Moore (105E); Chris Buxton (Mk 2 
Escort); me and Freddy (fawn E493A); Ronnie 
Rees (grey 103E); Peter Tinsley (black 7W); 
Dave Rothwell (red E83W pick up and blue 
E494C); Gordon Rimmer (green E83W); Dave 
Broad (grey 300E); Derek Boon (green 100E 
Prefect); Simon Rennie (blue 100E Prefect).

Although the organisers charge £4 per entry 
I still think that this is a good show to attend 
(and very good value compared to the entrance 
fee). My lad and his mates certainly had a 
great time and I hope that we can get more 
Sidevalves there next year.

Saturday 11 & Sunday 12 August 
– Astle Park Steam Fair 
Saturday 18 & Sunday 19 August – 
Tatton Park

I was on holiday for these two events. I will 
try to get some more details from Bernard and 
others to put into later reports

Sunday 2 September – West Lancs 
Festival of Transport

This was at a new venue, the Leisure Lakes 
complex, just off the Preston to Southport 
road. As it was on our way some of us agreed 
to meet up at the Bottle & Glass, our usual 
venue in Rainford. It was not raining when I 
set off after the early service at church but it 
started as I arrived in the car park. As usual 
Bernard was there before me in his 100E Pop 
and we were soon joined by Ian Sidebotham 
in his LPG powered 103E and Ron Taylor in 
his E83W. Roy Barker was unable to get his 
107E out of storage so was unable to join us; I 
suspect he had read the weather forecast! We 

got a little lost on the way but Ron soon had 
us on the right road and we arrived just after 
ten.

We lined up with several other Sidevalves. 
Two Model As (one previously owned by 
Dave Broad) brought by Rob and Harold 
Lawrence, Gary Mulineux in his 100E Pop, 
Dave Eastwood in his 100E Prefect, Bill 
Moore in his 105E Anglia, Brian Winstanley 
in BOA (107E), George Ellershaw in a very 
nice black E493A and Gordon Rimmer in his 
E83W, steel back pick-up. I know that Bruce 
Allen of the Y&C Club was there too with 
his 1937 Model Y Tudor because it appears 
in the background of a picture I took of 
a very nice open top Allard owned by Jim 
Yates. Naturally Jim knew my father who had 
supplied many of the engine parts for this 
beautiful V8 powered car.

Typically for this summer it was a very 
wet day, especially the drive home. I followed 
Ron again and at one point water got into 
his control box and stopped his van at some 
traffic lights. He pushed the van down a side 
road and by the time I had turned around and 
found him the rain had eased and all was well 
again. I do hope we get some better weather 
next year!

Sunday 16 September – TVVCCC – 
Port Sunlight Village Show 

Another new event for us organised by the 
Thame Valley Vintage & Classic Car Club. 
We usually go to the Ford day at Blackpool 
on this weekend but felt that there were too 
few of ‘our’ cars at that event so agreed on 
this change of venue. The weather was okay 
for a change, lots of clouds but no rain all 
day, though the wind did blow spray from a 
fountain in our direction from time to time 
just to make us feel at home.

We were the wrong side of the Mersey for 
this show so a trip through the Birkenhead 
Tunnel was required. (A bit nerve wracking as 
it would not be a good place to break down!) 
An accident closing the M62 did not help 
either. There was a small charge to cover 
the use of the common next to the Lady 
Leaver Art Gallery but we managed to get a 
reasonable turn-out to this show.

Allard with Y in background (Bruce Allen)

300E (Dave Broad), E83W (Gordon Rimmer), E494C & 
E83W (Dave Rothwell)

From camera: Freddy (my E493A), 103E (Ronnie 
Rees, ex Bill Moore), 7W (Peter Tinsley), 300E (Dave 
Broad), E83W (Gordon Rimmer), E494C & E83W (Dave 
Rothwell)
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The venue was perfect, a large common 
area surrounded by the individually styled 
houses of the Port Sunlight village (built by 
Lord Lever for his workers) and right next to 
the art gallery and very good cafe. Attendees 
were a good mixture of vehicles from pre-war 
to seventies and lots of other things to see and 
do. There was even an ex-Corporation bus 
that would take you on a little tour of the 
village including museum and the still active 
soap factory. Port Sunlight is definitely worth 
a visit if you are ever in the Liverpool or 
Wirral area, even if there is no car show!

We did well for awards today. Ron got 
a prize for Best Commercial and Freddy for 
best 1950s saloon. We also got a cup for best 
stand which I think was in recognition of our 
support for the TVVCCC events during the 
year. All in all a very pleasant day out and, 
due to the cancellation of the All Ford Day at 
Abingdon, was our last show of the season. 
Please watch this space in the New Year for 
our events for 2008.

September, October & November 
meetings – Bottle & Glass, Rainford

We had a good meeting in September with 
nine of us appearing through the evening. It 
was nice to welcome Peter Ion who owns 
yet another E493A Prefect (where have they 
all been hiding?). October was even better 
attended with 12 of us including Alan and 
Karen Hughes who are restoring yet another 
E493A. From their pictures it is going to be 
a very nice restoration. (Some time I’ll go 
through some of the other interesting vehicles 
that they own.) After the meeting I emailed 
them a suggested lists of parts that they might 
need to order for the car as they were not quite 
sure what the parts listed in Sidevalve News 
were for and did not have a parts list. Simon 
Rennie also joined us after finally selling his 
100E Prefect. He has been trying to find a 
new home for the car for several years but was 
finally stopped in the street and sold the car 
almost immediately. We had an impromptu car 
boot sale in the car park as he sold off various 
spares and tools that were no longer needed. I 
will miss Simon’s cheerful bearded presence, 
and his little dog, at future shows.

November saw another new face as Steve 
Rooney joined us for the first time. Steve has 
been a member for many years, owning a 
1961 100E Pop that has been in his garage for 
a very long time. I went and looked it over 
back in August 2001 (not three years ago as 
he thought!) and noted that it was very tidy 
but needed work on the sills and brakes. Poor 
old Frank Wells still does not have a running 
100E. He has tried two different engines in his 
green car since the engine blew up in June. 
Back in September I gave him a tow around the 
neighbourhood to get the first one going but, 

once we had the timing sorted, it was obviously 
not very well. Frank has subsequently taken 
the engine out of his original, Blue Pop, which 
ran fine out of the car but will not perform 
properly now it has been reinstalled. I think all 
Frank’s trouble free motoring is now catching 
up with him! Thanks to Ian’s electrical skills 
Bernard now has two-speed electric wipers 
on his 100E in preparation for next year’s 
summer. Alan and Karen Hughes have placed 
a shipping order with Shirley for parts for their 
E493A but now need a new steering column 
as the original has split.

A Cautionary Tale

Finally, a cautionary tale from Mike 
Brocklehurst, another E493A owner. Having 
got the car back on the road last year Mike 
decided to get another engine so he could 
properly recondition his own. In the October 
issue of Sidevalve News was an advert for an 
‘E493A engine, overhauled ready to go. £350’. 
After some difficulty contacting the vendor 
(phone number quoted in the ad did not work) 
a deal was agreed for £400 including transport 
from down East Sussex. After a week the 
engine arrived on a pallet wrapped in plastic. 
Granted, it seems to have been rebored and 
new pistons fitted, and the vendor said the 
crank had been checked and fitted with new 
bearings (no mention of the white metal big 
ends). That was the end of the good news. 
The sump and head were not on. The head is 
extremely rusty and not from a Prefect but an 
earlier model. No front cover, no camshaft and 
timing gear, no cam followers, no oil pump, 
no nuts, bolts or other fittings. An interesting 
interpretation of ‘Ready to go’. I’ll let you 
know the outcome but it seems that we have 
to be very careful even when purchasing parts 
from Pop Shopper.

And Finally ...

Dave Rothwell has found a 1937 Model Y for 
sale in his village (just outside Preston). In 
grey primer but runs and moves. He has also 
picked up a very good condition model Y grill 
assembly. Anybody interested, please contact 
Joe Wheatley.

Area News

Port Sunlight: Joe

Yellow 100E Pop (Bernard Ellicott), 103E (Ian 
Sidebotham), 107E (Brian Winstanley – ‘BOA’), E493A 
(Joe Wheatley), 100E Prefect (Derek Boon), E83W (Ron 
Taylor)

Port Sunlight: Ron, with van and prize for Best 
Commercial

For Sale
This car is for sale! From Davina: ‘Found this 
car in the corner of a shed when I bought an 
old farm. Can anyone tell me what it is and 
anyone who would like to purchase for parts 
/ as a renovation project?’ I believe this is a 
1939 Ford Prefect 10HP Saloon. Davina 
has been told it is an E93A (which I 
believe is the same thing). Any Prefect 
enthusiasts are welcome to correct me 
(webmaster@britishcarlinks.com). Davina can 
be contacted at devo_222@yahoo.co.uk.
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Area News
North London

Robin & Jennie Thake

The shows in September were a little thin 
on the ground, which is very unusual for 
it is normally a very busy time of the year. 
Our local show at St Mary’s School proved 
to be a great success with eleven vehicles 
made up of four 100Es, four Uprights, a 
van, a commercial and my Ariel Leader 
motorbike which I managed to sneak onto 
the club stand. Dennis Little went home 
with the prize for the best commercial 
for a second time and my E04A won the 
award for the best pre-1950s car. The show 
area had been reorganised this year due 
to continuing building work and the event 
raised over £18,000 for the school funds.

As October arrived it was time to put 
the car away and enjoy the indoor shows 
that appear at this time of the year. What a 
difference between the two that we have been 
to. Firstly David Heard, Terry Tomlin, Jen and 
myself went to Alexandra Palace where the 
attendance was poor on both days, although 
this had the advantage that we were able to 
walk round with ease and to chat at length to 
exhibitors and stall holders. The second indoor 
show was the Restoration Show at the NAC 
Stoneleigh. I took David and Terry along to 
this for their first visit and it turned out to be 
very busy. As they had not been before it was 
quite an eye opener to them with all the work 
that was being done on the cars which had to 
be driven home the same evening. John and 
Geoff managed the Sidevalve stand and had 
the right idea as they jacked up John’s Siva 

first thing in the morning and then let it down 
at the end of the show and drove home having 
rested the tyres for the day!

News hot off the press for our group is that 
Trevor and Marie are now the proud owners 
of John Brown’s 100E: it travelled about fifty 
yards across the road. They are very pleased 
with the purchase as they will no longer have 
to plead to borrow it to come on the Sidevalve 
holiday!

In August we received an e-mail through 
the club web site asking if anyone was 
interested in taking part in Live07 with the 
Scout Movement at the O2 arena in Greenwich 
(The Dome). We had a little think and asked 
our friends from Bishop’s Stortford as we 
thought this would make life easier as the 
show is in late November. The outcome of 
this is that we will appear in the parade of 
the decades which closes the first half of the 
spectacular representing the 40s, 50s, and 60s. 
Having already been to the main rehearsal at 

an NEC hall it is going to be great, so look 
at next month's report for photos etc. as one 
of the ladies could be wearing a Mary Quant 
dress.

Although it is actually firework time as 
I write this report may I wish all the group 
members a Happy Christmas. I hope you 
enjoyed the meal at The Speckled Hen and 
thank you for all your continued support. Also, 
season’s greetings to all FSOC members.

St Mary’s Best Commercial

St Mary’s trophy

St Mary’s Best pre-50s

Company Van
Bryan Chalker

It is always fascinating to discover old 
photographs depicting early commercial 
vehicles bedecked in the livery of long-
forgotten companies and products.

Walters Cigarettes – which also included 
the Ashton and short-lived Walton brands 
– enjoyed less than a decade of popularity 
but during this brief period the company 
reportedly made quite an impact on an already 
highly competitive market.

The company’s original sales vans were 
Austins but these were later replaced by a 
fleet of Ford 8s, painted in an eye-catching 
red and white livery, and twelve bizarre two-
stroke cars built in the shape of a cigarette. 
According to my father, who worked for 
Walters Cigarettes as the company’s West 
Country sales representative in 1936, these 
peculiar vehicles (‘absolute replicas of a 
Walters Cigarette’) had a hole cut out for the 
steering wheel and controls. The unfortunate 

driver was obliged to stand to manipulate and 
drive the vehicle. Each car was apparently 
eight feet in overall length and about two feet 
high.

It would be interesting to know if any 
Walters vehicle has survived and if the 
Imperial Tobacco Company archives possess 
any information, photographic or otherwise, 
relating to the unusual ‘cigarette’ cars and 
who made them.
(From Automobile, June 1990)
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Specials Register
Rob Daniels 

At last I have sort of sorted my computer 
out, although I seem to have lost some 
photos and all of my old emails, I think. So 
if you have emailed me within the last six 
months and had no reply, please resend the 
email to roberts.daniels@sky.com.

Until the correspondence starts to get back 
to normal I will carry on with the occasional 
articles of the Specials companies that we 
know and love.

This month I include a brief history 
of one of the early companies to start 
producing fibreglass body shells, Microplas of 
Rickmansworth, Herts.

In 1954 a group of 750 Motor Club 
members got together and designed an all-
enveloping body for their Austin Sevens 
that would be made from the new material, 
fibreglass. They were originally Mike Eyre, 
Bill Ashton and Sandy Wemyss, and were 
soon to be joined by Sandy’s brother Tony and 
by Roger Everett. The new shell was called 
Stiletto which had a wheelbase of 6’9” to suit 
the long wheelbase Austin Seven chassis.

Bill recalls: “We made a full size plaster 
master and started to make a mould. We had 
endless problems – the early polyester resins 
would not cure in low temperatures and were 
air inhibited. Thus we had to work in a heated 
box and finish the lay-up with cellophane to 
exclude the air. Laminating had to be done 
in shifts while we were half poisoned by the 
styrene fumes – but eventually we had a mould 
with several surface flaws, and set to patching 
it. Now to produce the first body shell! This 
was laid-up on a thin gel-coat, which wrinkled 
in places. When it was released from the 
mould, we patched it up the best we could, but 
the finish was poor. We sold it to a fellow 750 
MC member at a reduced price, who fitted it 
to his Austin Special, concealing the flaws by 
painting it with Hammerite paint! He drove it 
to the Abbey Hotel meeting where it created 
a lot of interest. Later shells were much better 
with new resins (not air inhibited) making 
lay-up much easier and our techniques had 
improved.

Roger Everett wanted to build a special 
for racing and had bought one of Archie 
Butterworth’s 2-litre flat four engines. This 
was air-cooled. The chassis was a much longer 
wheelbase than the Austin Seven so I designed 
a new body to suit. This had cooling flutes in 
the sides to mate up with the cooling ducts for 
the cylinders, and so the Mistral was born.”

New designs came thick and fast. Microplas 
announced the Mistral in April 1955 and 
this was to become their most popular shell. 
The price of £58 was to remain unchanged 
throughout production.

Designed for the 90” wheelbase of the then 
current Ford Ten, it was soon mated to the 
new Buckler DD2 space frame. Bucklers were 
also to become agents for the Mistral shell.

Around this time the original partners, 
Bill, Sandy and Mike were bought out by 
Roger, but they stayed on doing the design 
and technical work. By now the orders were 
pouring in and the company moved to new 
premises in Mitcham in Surrey.

The Stiletto shell was soon adapted to fit 
the pre-Ruby Austin Seven of 6’3” wheelbase. 
This shell was called the Scimitar and was 
priced the same as the Stiletto at £49.

By October 1955 yet another new shell 
had been announced, the Toledo. This was 
designed for wheelbases of 6’7” – 6’11”. The 

photo below shows a Toledo fresh from the 
mould.

No new models emerged from Microplas 
after the Toledo, although the Mistral was 
available at a later date with slightly revised 
styling.

The Stiletto was also revised into Mk2 form, 
although I’m not sure what the differences 
were apart from some of the colours being 
deleted from the specification list.

The Mistral shell was a very popular shell 
and was used by a number of firms to clothe 
their chassis including Buckler, Fairthorpe and 
TVR, and it’s surprising that so few exist 
today, although a new set of moulds have 
been produced recently to clothe some Buckler 
restoration projects.

Bill Ashton tells me that he was getting 
disenchanted with the business  around this 
time, so when a letter from Bob Blackburn 
who ran Weltex Plastics in New Zealand was 
received asking if he could buy a body mould, 
Bill persuaded Roger to agree to the sale and 
wrote to Bob saying that he would go out 
there and show them how to use it.

The New Zealand Mistral was sold by 
Elmslie & Flockton Ltd in New Zealand and, 
together with their own chassis, was marketed 
as ‘New Zealand’s First Kitset Sports Car’.

Continued on page 14
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100E Register
Tony Lloyd 

The Ford Factory

In May 2009 it will be 80 years since 
construction of the Ford factory began 
at Dagenham. For many at the time it 
seemed an odd choice for the site was partly 
agricultural land and partly marshland, 
much of which had been reclaimed from the 
river in the 18th century. This site however 
had many advantages. There would be good 
communications with the rest of the country 
via the London Tilbury and Southend 
Railway and the A13 trunk road. There 
would be deepwater berthing on the 
Thames, for ships bringing in raw materials 
and for finished products departing for 
the export markets on the continent and 
further afield. There was tremendous room 
for expansion and the nearby new London 
County Council estate being built around 
the small village of Dagenham would house 
the workforce.

To build a large factory on this site 
would present the architects with some initial 
problems. All the factory buildings, the blast 
furnace, the coke oven and the boiler house 
had to be built on reinforced concrete rafts 
which rested on piles driven deep into the 
ground. It would need 22,000 of these piles, 
mostly 14 inches square and with an average 
length of 47 feet although some would be 
80 feet long. It would be the largest piling 
contract ever carried out in this country.

For the power house right on the river’s 
edge there would be special problems. The 
basement floor would be 16'6" below the high 
water mark and it was found that the river mud 
extended to a depth of 45 feet. A steel coffer 
dam had to be built to enable the construction 
to begin. A deck of reinforced concrete was 
constructed and beneath this excavations were 
made to enable steel cylinders and caissons 
to be sunk to depths varying between 32 feet 

and 51 feet below the high water mark, using 
compressed air to keep the water out.

Opened in 1931, the factory was like a 
small self contained town. It produced its 
own electricity from the power house, a 
building that is instantly recognizable in all 
the photographs being right by the riverside, 
and it would make its own iron in the blast 
furnace – something that was unique in the 
British car industry. The factory had its own 
private railway, having 23 miles of standard 
gauge track, the construction of which entailed 
the removal of 600,000 tons of material. 
There was a school for the apprentices and 
its own ambulance service. There was a 
well equipped medical centre and a private 
telephone exchange. By 1962 over 100,000 
cups of tea and coffee were served every 
24 hours together with hot meals and snacks 
served day and night.

The factory was constantly expanding. In 
1951 20,492 employees produced 170,800 
vehicles of all types. By 1962 this had grown to 
52,995 employees producing 529,127 vehicles. 
The figures are mind boggling. In 1951 it took 
137,000 tons of steel, 298,000 tons of iron 
ore, 424,000 tons of coal, 58,000 tons of sand, 
1,000,000 cubic feet of timber and finished 
material totalling £47 million to produce those 
170,800 vehicles! Imagine the amount of 
material needed in 1962.

Alas, all this is no more: car production 
ceased a few years ago. Only the ghosts of 
all those Anglias, Prefects, Pilots, Consuls, 
Zephyrs and Zodiacs remain. The factory has 
been downgraded to an engine plant. It does 
however still produce its own electricity – 
although now it is a sign of the times that 
wind turbines are used, instead of a massive 
coal fired station.

Oil Pressure

I received a letter from member Colm O’Neill 
recently which I have mislaid somewhere 
together with the floppy disc that Colm kindly 
included. I do apologise to Colm for this – 

after exhorting members to write to me I then 
lose the letter! My wife has been in clear-up 
mode recently and anything found lying about 
and not showing signs of life gets cleared 
up and stashed away. I have searched high 
and low for it and although I did not directly 
accuse her, it caused a moment of discord 
when I enquired if she had seen it, so to 
preserve the status quo that is known as marital 
bliss I decided to drop the matter.

The letter was about a flickering oil 
pressure warning light on tickover that he had 
been having problems with together with the 
process he had been through to effect a cure.

The 100E engine is not renowned for low 
oil pressure, the reason being that it would 
need a rebore long before the bottom end is 
worn to any great extent and the bearings 
would be checked then for signs of wear. 
So what could cause the problem? The first 
and cheapest thing that comes to mind is the 
pressure switch itself and the accompanying 
wiring. The switch can become gummed 
up with sludge and thereby not receive the 
full pressure. The wiring could earth out 
occasionally but I would think that the light 
would come on at different times and not just 
when the engine was idling. If the main or big 
ends are worn then this is accompanied with 
a rumble from the main bearing and a rattle 
of the big ends if the engine is revved up and 
allowed to return to idle. The last thing is the 
oil pump itself which after a high mileage may 
not be giving the full pressure. The only way 
to check this is to remove it from the engine 
for examination.

I cannot remember what the cure was in 
Colm’s case but I hope that my ramblings 
above are helpful to somebody.

As Christmas will soon be upon us, amongst 
all the festivities, do not forget the poor old 
100E stuck in the garage. Give it a treat as 
well; start it up and take it for a drive, You 
will feel better and so will it. Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year to you and all your 
families.

The chassis was available for E93A, 100E 
and 105E Ford engines and running gear. 
Prices for the New Zealand car were £135 for 
the body and £95 for the chassis. A list of 
extras was of course available and included 
front screen, hard top and the badge pictured 
left. The company boasted that one of their 
own cars, fitted with an Inlet over Exhaust 
cylinder head could reach the scary speed of 
110mph.

Microplas diversified into boats and 
hardtops and they carried on well into the 

1980s, although I doubt if the car shells were 
available by this time.

Hope you all have a good Christmas and a 
Happy New Year.

Specials Register continued from page 13
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100E and 107E Spares List 
Front Brakes

100E-2018 Front brake shoes 7" diameter, set of four  
 (for vehicles up to Jan 1955) .................................................. £29.95
100E-2018-C Front brake shoes 8" diameter, set of four  
 (Feb 1955 onwards) ................................................................ £34.00
100E-2035 Front shoe return spring kit ...................................................... £3.70
100E-2038 Adjuster repair kit (front) ....................................................... £16.00
100E-2061-A Wheel cylinder pre 57 right hand side  
 (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................................... £22.00
100E-2061-B Wheel cylinder 1957 onwards right hand side ....................... £12.50
100E-2062-A Wheel cylinder pre 57 left hand side 
 (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................................... £22.00
100E-2062-B Wheel cylinder 1957 onwards left hand side ......................... £12.50
100E-2061
/ 02062-B Wheel cylinder repair kit 1957 onwards per axle set ............... £7.25
E0A-2078 Hydraulic flexi hose ................................................................ £13.25
100E-2140 Master cylinder ....................................................................... £72.00
E66-Z-1 Master cylinder repair kit ......................................................... £8.50
100E-2207-B Dust cover wheel cylinder ........................................................ £0.90

Rear Brakes

100E-2041-B Snail cam (shoe adjuster) .......................................................... £0.50
100E-2075 Connector (5 way brake pipes) ............................................. £8.50
 Rear shoe return spring ......................................................... £6.00
 Rear brake spring (set of 4) .................................................. £22.00 
100E-2119-B Compensator (hand brake cable) .............................................. £5.00

100E-2220-A Rear brake shoes 7" diameter (up to Jan 1955) ...................... £19.95
100E-2220-C Rear brake shoes 8" diameter (Feb 1955 onwards) ................ £19.95
100E-2261-B Rear wheel cylinder 7" (53-55) .............................................. £14.00
100E-2261-C Rear wheel cylinder 8" (55-57)
 Reconditioned exchange only-old unit must  
 accompany order ..................................................................... £22.00
100E-2261-D Rear wheel cylinder 8" (57-62) .............................................. £15.80
 Wheel cylinder repair kit per axle set 
 (fits 261B, C and D) ................................................................. £7.00
100E-2295-B Hand brake cable .................................................................... £32.50
100E-2857B Hand brake clevis ..................................................................... £1.50

Steering and Front Suspension

E55-DB1 Top suspension mount ............................................................ £40.00
E55-DB1 Pair top suspension mount ...................................................... £75.00
E55-DB1 Pair top suspension mounts and 2 sets mount bearings ....... £110.00
 Mount bearings per side-2 x E 38- DB1  
 plus 2 x E 37-DBß .................................................................. £23.00
 Suspension insert .................................................................... £65.00
 Suspension insert plus top suspension mount ........................ £99.00
 Pair suspension inserts .......................................................... £120.00
 Pair suspension inserts plus pair top suspension inserts ...... £190.00
100E-1190 Hub seal 0.983" ......................................................................... £7.00
105E-1190 Hub seal 1" ................................................................................ £7.00
105E-1201 Hub bearing inner 1"............................................................... £12.00
Y-1202 Hub bearing inner 0.983"........................................................ £29.95
Y-1216 Hub bearing outer ................................................................... £20.00
E-20-LB-1 Stud and bush .......................................................................... £15.00
100E-3063  Bushes per set (track control arm / cross member) .................. £7.00

December 2007 Spares & Regalia Lists, Pop Shopper and Order Forms

Please keep this list safely as the Spares Lists will possibly not appear in all issues.
Note that all prices for FSOC regalia and spares include postage and packing for the UK only.

Regalia List
Books
Reprint Workshop Manual for 5 and 10cwt vans, Anglia / Prefect 39-53,  
Popular 53-59 ....................................................................................................... £17.50
Reprint Parts Manual for 5 and 10cwt vans, Anglia / Prefect 39-53,  
Popular 53-59 ....................................................................................................... £18.00
Reprint Parts Catalogue, Y/C/CX/7W/7Y ........................................................... £13.00
Reprint Model Y Bulletin .................................................................................... £11.75
Reprint Workshop Manual for 100E and 300E ................................................... £24.95
Reprint Parts Manual for 100E and 300E ........................................................... £19.95
Technical Tips for the 100E/107E by Jim Norman ............................................... £7.95
100E Anglia and Prefect Instruction Book (1953-59) ........................................... £3.25
The John Howe Book of Cartoons ........................................................................ £5.00
Ford Motor Cars, 1945- 64 .................................................................................... £7.95
Ford Model Y, Henry’s Car for Europe by Sam Roberts .................................... £29.99
Ford Popular and the Small Sidevalves by Dave Turner .................................... £20.50
Out In Front-The Leslie Ballamy Story by Tony Russell ................................... £19.75
Stickers

Running In Instruction Sticker (Upright) .............................................................. £0.90
Running In Instruction Sticker (100E) .................................................................. £0.90
Window Sticker-FSOC design ............................................................................... £0.75
Silver Jubilee Window Sticker .............................................................................. £0.60
Historic Ford-‘Keep off My Arse!!’ sticker ........................................................... £0.99
I Love My Sidevalve Sticker ................................................................................. £0.99
Register Sticker (state model) each ....................................................................... £1.10
FSOC 30th Anniversary Sticker ............................................................................ £0.60
Magazines

Binder for Club Magazines (holds 2 years)........................................................... £7.50
Following back copies of Sidevalve News available ............................................ £0.95
1990 April, June, August
1994 December
1995 February, April, June, October
1996 February, April, August, October, December
1997 February, April, August, October
1998 February, April, June, August, October, December, with index for 1998
1999 February, April, June, August, October, December, with index for 1999
2000 February, April, June, August, October, December, with index for 2000
2001 February, April, August, October, December
2002 February, April, June, August, October
2003 February, April, June, August, October, December, with index for 2003
2004  February, April, June, August, October, December, with index for 2004
2005  February, April, June, October, December
2006  February, April, June, August, December
2007  February, April, June, August, October
Leaflets

Ford Pop Motoring at Still Lower Price booklet ................................................... £1.75

Running in booklet Anglia / Prefect (date 9/49) ................................................... £1.75
Models

Scale Link metal kit 4mm, 1937 Model 7Y van ................................................... £6.95
Ceramic Cream Model of 103E Popular ............................................................... £4.95
Limited Edition E494C FSOC 30th Anniversary Model .................................... £19.99
Badges

Enamel Lapel Badges: FSOC, 103E or 100E........................................................ £1.99
103E Popular Cut-out Lapel badge (Black or Blue) ............................................. £1.45
FSOC Grille Badge: Round or Square .................................................................. £9.50
Register Grille Badge: Popular/Prefect/100E/107E .............................................. £9.50
Clothing

Please state size, design, colour and second choice of colour for all items of clothing.
FSOC black and red quartered rugby shirt embroidered in script  
SM/Med/L/XL ..................................................................................................... £25.00
FSOC Sweat Shirts embroidered in script ........................................................... £15.50
Racing Green in SM/Med/L/XL/XXL;
Burgundy in Med/L/XXL
Red, Black, Sky Blue or Royal Blue in Med/XL/XXL; Navy in Med/XXL; Jade MED; 
Raspberry SM
FSOC Polo Shirts embroidered in script ............................................................. £13.20
Lemon, Sky Blue or Emerald in SM

T-Shirts
Model designs ........................................................................................................ £8.00
E83W picture printed on front in Black L; Red or Black XL; 100E Design White XL;
Upright picture printed on front in Black XL; White L/XL
Script Badge Design .............................................................................................. £7.25
Ford Popular: Green, Black, Red, White, Royal Blue or Navy in SM only
Ford Prefect: Yellow, Royal Blue, Navy or Green in SM/MED; Red SM/L
Ford Anglia: White, Green or Yellow in SM only; Navy or Red in SM/MED;  
Royal or Black MED
Other Regalia

Blue FSOC Mug .................................................................................................... £4.25
DVD of Ford archive material and FSOC events ................................................. £5.00
Tea Towel, All models design ................................................................................ £3.40
Leather Keyfob; Popular / Anglia / Prefect (please state which) .......................... £2.40
FSOC Woven Tie ................................................................................................... £7.65
Xmas cards (pack of 5 different designs) .............................................................. £2.20
Licence Disc Holder .............................................................................................. £0.80
Dusters: Yellow duster printed with various sidevalve models around border,  
Club logo in Centre 
Per duster ............................................................................................................... £1.35
Pack of two dusters ................................................................................................ £2.40
Pack of three dusters .............................................................................................. £3.40
Gift Vouchers (can be exchanged for Regalia, Spares or Membership) ............... £5.00
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100E-3073 Track control arm repair kit ................................................ £16.00
100E-3078-C  Track control arm right hand  
 (exchange £10 surcharge *)  ................................................... £27.50
100E-3079-B  Track control arm left hand (exchange £10 surcharge *)  ...... £27.50
100E-3289/90-B Pair track rod ends .................................................................. £22.00
100E-3304 Drag link (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................... £25.00
 Front suspension bush kit – 
  4 x E-10-DB- and 8 x 3063 ................................................... £25.00
E-10-DB-1 Bushes per set (track control arm / anti roll) ............................ £7.00

Rear Axle

100E-1107 Wheel stud ................................................................................ £2.50
100E-1175 Rear hub seal, 100E only .......................................................... £7.00
E493A-4050 Retainer (rear axle shaft grease) ............................................... £7.25
100E-4209 Crown wheel and pinion ......................................................... £80.00
100E-4235 Half shaft ................................................................................. £30.00
100E-4676 Pinion seal, 100E only .............................................................. £7.00
100E-4851 Flange (propshaft) ................................................................... £18.00
100E-5713 Bar rear spring shackle-inner .................................................... £5.00
100E-5719 Bush rear spring shackle (set of 4) ........................................... £7.25
100E-5781 Rear spring eye bush ................................................................. £6.50
100E-5781 Pair rear spring eye bushes ..................................................... £11.00
100E-7091 Yoke (propshaft) ..................................................................... £12.00
100E-18080-A Shock absorber ........................................................................ £40.00
E-7ED-1 Rubber bush (bottom shock) (2) ............................................... £3.00

Exhaust

100E-5250 Stainless steel exhaust system, 100E only ............................ £130.00
/5225/5255 
 Clamp (silencer outlet pipe) ..................................................... £1.35
 Van silencer-mild steel ............................................................ £20.00

Engine Parts

100E-6038 Engine mount .......................................................................... £30.85 
 (exchange £10 surcharge*-remove rubber from mount)
100E-6051-B Head gasket ............................................................................. £15.00
100E-6102 Piston set (std, +0.010",+0.020",+0.030", +0.040") ............. £150.00
100E-6149 Piston ring Set (std, +0.020",+0.030", +0.040") .................... £38.00
E93A-6256-A Cam shaft gear ........................................................................ £27.00
E93A-6270 Timing Chain .......................................................................... £14.95
100E-6308 Crankshaft thrust washers (per set) std, + 0.025"................... £13.50
100E-6331 Main bearing set (std, -0.010",-0.020",-0.030",-0.040", 
 -0.060") ................................................................................... £28.00
100E-6521 Gasket valve chamber cover ..................................................... £5.00
100E-6505 Exhaust valve ............................................................................ £7.50
100E-6505 Exhaust valves (per set of 4) .................................................. £26.00
100E-6507 Inlet valves (per set of 4) ........................................................ £20.00
100E-6513 Valve springs (per set) ............................................................ £15.00
100E-6714-B Oil filter element ....................................................................... £5.00
100E-9278 Oil pressure switch ................................................................... £6.50
100E-9448 Manifold gasket, 100E only ...................................................... £2.50
E55Z1 Conversion gasket set ............................................................. £25.00
E81Z1 Decoke gasket set ................................................................... £25.00
353000ESA Core Plug .................................................................................. £2.50
 Big end bearing set 
 (std, -0.010",-0.020",-0.030",-0.040", -0.060") ...................... £29.50
 Small end bushes (set of 4) ..................................................... £23.50

Clutch and Gearbox

EOA-2078E Flexi hydraulic hose ................................................................ £13.00
E266-GD-1 Slave cylinder, 100E only (exchange £10 surcharge *) ......... £32.00
E149-Z-1 Slave cylinder repair kit, 100E only ......................................... £4.00
100E-2140 Master cylinder ....................................................................... £72.00
E66-Z-1 Master cylinder repair kit ......................................................... £7.00
E74-7580-A Release bearing ....................................................................... £10.00
100E-6068 Gear box mounting (exchange £10 surcharge *)  
 fits 100E and early 107E ........................................................ £26.50
100E-7039 U / J repair kit ........................................................................... £9.00
100E-7052 Front oil seal ............................................................................. £7.00
100E-7086 Gasket tail shaft housing ........................................................... £1.80
EOA-7107-A Ring synchroniser blocking ...................................................... £5.00
100E-7111 Counter shaft ........................................................................... £10.50
100E-7114B Gear and bush assembly ......................................................... £25.00
Y-7119 Washer (counter shaft gearbox thrust) ...................................... £6.25
100E-7550-C Clutch driven plate, 100E only 
 (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................................... £30.00
100E-7657 Rear oil seal .............................................................................. £7.00
100E-7569 Clutch pressure plate, 100E only 
 (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................................... £44.50
100E-17286 Ring speedo gear retainer ......................................................... £1.00

Cooling System

EOA-8100 Radiator cap, fits 100E and 107E ............................................. £3.80
100E-8115 Radiator drain tap (not original) ............................................... £3.50
100E-8260A Early top radiator hose, 100E only ......................................... £14.60
100E-8260B Late top radiator hose, 100E only............................................. £6.75
100E-8275 Water inlet tube ......................................................................... £8.20
100E-8286 Bottom radiator hose, 100E only .............................................. £6.75
100E-8501 Water pump, 100E only (exchange £10 surcharge *) ............ £55.00
100E-8507 Water pump gasket .................................................................... £3.00

116E-8575 Thermostat ................................................................................ £5.50
EOTA-8620-C Fan belt, 100E only ................................................................... £6.00

Fuel System

 Fuel pump with spacer (no primer) ........................................ £43.50
 Locking petrol cap .................................................................. £22.50
 Petrol filler grommet ............................................................... £12.50
100E-9276 Gasket (fuel tank sender) .......................................................... £1.00
100E-9288 Flexible fuel pipe .................................................................... £14.50
100E-9437 Hot spot gasket ......................................................................... £1.95
100E-9627-A Rubber (air cleaner) .................................................................. £5.95
100E-9959 Gasket carburettor float chamber ............................................. £1.45

Ignition System

 Emergency Breakdown Kit (round type distributor only) ...... £42.50
 Set 100E ignition leads ........................................................... £14.95
7V-12098 Nut H.T. lead distributor cap (set of 5) .................................... £3.00
 Distributor only (rebuilt-exchange £10 surcharge) ................ £50.00
100E-12116 Distributor cap (D type) .......................................................... £17.50
105E-12116 Distributor cap (round type) ................................................... £14.75
100E-12199 Contact set (D type distributor only) ........................................ £6.50
EOTA-12199-C Contact set (round type distributor only) ................................. £6.60
100E-12200 Rotor arm .................................................................................. £3.00
100E-12300-B Condenser (D type distributor only) ......................................... £6.50
105E-12300-A Condenser (round type distributor only) .................................. £6.50
100E-12405-T Spark plug ................................................................................. £2.85

Electrical

EOTA-10001- B Dynamo, not Popular (exchange £10 surcharge *) ................ £65.00
105E-10001- B Dynamo, Popular only (exchange £10 surcharge *) .............. £43.00
E93A-10043 Brushes (EOTA Dynamo) ......................................................... £3.20
105E-10043 Brush set ................................................................................... £3.20
E274-CQ-1 Pinion (starter motor drive) .................................................... £11.00
100E-10505-B  Voltage regulator (push on terminals) .................................... £28.00
E0A-10505-D  Voltage regulator (screw terminals) ........................................ £28.00
105E-11057 Brush set starter motor .............................................................. £3.75
204E-13007A Headlight bulb pre focus 40 / 50 watt ...................................... £3.50
100E-13450B Rear light lens, red .................................................................. £14.95
300E-13450  Rear light lens, red .................................................................. £14.95
E0A-13480 Brake light switch ..................................................................... £6.50
E1050-NC-1 Rear red tail light lamp with 
100E-134641-C rear lamp gasket for Anglia Prefect 1957 onwards
50563-S includes fixing screws ............................................................. £15.75
 Pair of rear red tail light lamp lenses  .................................... £26.50

Badges

100E-16185 / 9 Triangular wing motif ............................................................. £15.25
E6AJ-1 Prefect boot script ................................................................... £15.25
100E-16606 Prefect bonnet  ........................................................................ £15.25
E5AJ-1 Anglia boot script ................................................................... £15.25
100E-16606 Anglia bonnet  ......................................................................... £15.25
100E-16606-G Popular bonnet  ....................................................................... £15.25
100E -7042514 Popular boot script .................................................................. £15.25
100E-16850 Bonnet ‘V’ motif ..................................................................... £35.50
 Deluxe boot script ................................................................... £15.25

Miscellaneous

E40GB1 Gear lever gaiter ..................................................................... £25.50
100E-17262 Speedo cable ........................................................................... £17.50
100E-964280 Window winder handle ............................................................. £5.15
100E-7029744 Rear side window rubber per side (2 door model) ................. £15.50
100E-7042084-B Rear screen rubber-deluxe only .............................................. £29.95
100E-7043504 Boot handle rubber escutcheon seal (Anglia / Popular) ........... £3.95
100E-7303110 Front screen rubber ................................................................. £29.95
EOA-732003-B Floor grommets-per set of four ................................................. £5.15
100E-7322610 Interior door handle .................................................................. £8.95

107E Specific Items
 Air cleaner rubber, 107E only .................................................. £3.50
105E 42A8B Rear hub oil seal, 107E only .................................................... £7.00
105E-4676B Pinion oil seal, 107E only ......................................................... £7.00
107E-5246C, 5228 Stainless steel exhaust system, 107E only ............................ £140.00
and 5255B
107E-6020  Timing chain cover gasket ........................................................ £2.50
  105E oil filter ............................................................................ £6.50
105E-9448 Manifold gasket, 107E only ...................................................... £2.00
E258-GD1 Clutch slave cylinder, 107E only ............................................ £25.00
E72-Z1 Clutch slave cylinder kit, 107E only ........................................ £4.00
105E-7550C Clutch driven plate, 107E only 
 (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................................... £26.00
105E-7563D Clutch pressure plate, 107E only 
 (exchange £10 surcharge *) .................................................... £44.50
107E-8260  Top radiator hose, 107E only .................................................... £6.95
107E-8286B Bottom radiator hose, 107E only .............................................. £6.95
105E-8501 Water pump, 107E only .......................................................... £40.00
105E-8620 Fan belt, 107E only ................................................................... £3.00
105E-12116 Distributor cap (round type) ................................................... £14.75
EOTA-12199-C Contact set (round type distributor only) ................................. £6.50
105E-12300-A Condenser (round type distributor only) .................................. £6.50

Please note that all our prices include postage and packing! (for UK members only)
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105E-10043 Brush set ................................................................................... £3.20
105E-11057 Brush set starter motor ............................................................ £33.00
353000 ES Core plug, 107E only ................................................................ £2.50

Spares List for 8 & 10hp Type Models
Braking System

Y-1175-A Retainer (Rear wheel grease) assembly .................................... £6.90
B-1175 Rear Wheel Retainer (fits E83W) ............................................. £6.95
48-1190-A Retainer (front wheel grease) assembly  .................................. £5.75 
7W-1225-B Rear Hub Bearing including race 
 (fits all models except Models Y,C and E83W) ..................... £76.00
 Rear Wheel Bearing Repair Kit 
 (fits all models except E83W) .............................................. £150.00
68-1225-A and Rear Hub Bearing including outer race
68-1236-A (fits E83W only) ..................................................................... £66.00
 Rear Wheel Bearing Kit (fits all models except E83W) ...... £160.00
YE-2019A }
CE-2019B } Brake Shoes (set of 4-all models- 
7W-2019   } exchange £10 surcharge) ........................................................ £45.00
Y-2035 Spring (brake retracting) ........................................................... £5.00 
Y-2035 Spring (brake retracting) (set of four) Model Y ..................... £18.75 
7W-2035 Spring (brake retracting) not E83W ......................................... £4.95
7W-2035 Spring (brake retracting) (set of four) not E83W ................... £18.50
E83W-2035  Spring (brake retracting) E83W only  ...................................... £5.75
E83W-2035 Spring (brake retracting) (set of four) E83W only ................. £21.00
Y-2036 Spring (brake retracting) short .................................................. £5.00 
7W-2116 Front Brake Dust Covers 
 (pair, fits all models except Models Y and C) .......................... £7.95
7W-2205 Rear Brake Dust Covers 
 (pair, fits all models except Models Y, C and E83W) ............ £10.10
E93A-2248 Rear axle brake plate securing bolts, long (each)..................... £5.50
7W-2249 Rear axle brake plate securing bolts, short (each) .................... £5.50
Y-2454 Brake Pedal 
 (exchange-remove rubber from old pedal  
 and send with order) ............................................................... £10.25
 Brake pedal return spring ......................................................... £5.60
E83W-2498A/B Rear Brake Cables (Pair E83W) ............................................. £69.95
E83W-2580/1B Front Brake Cables (Pair E83W) ............................................ £22.50
7W-2580/1/4/5 Set of Brake Cables (not E83W) ............................................ £60.95
YE-2793 Spring (handbrake lever pawl) ................................................. £0.75
7W-2853C Hand Brake Cable 
 (fits all models except Models Y and C and E83W) .............. £16.50
  Hand Brake Cable Clevis Pin ................................................... £2.00
E83W-2853B Hand Brake Cable (fits E83W) ............................................... £14.45 
119276-ES2 1/4" Thackray washer brake expander lockwasher 
 (except E83W) .......................................................................... £0.06

Steering and Suspension

CE-3030B Perch Bolt ............................................................................... £38.00
E83W-3032 Bolt (front axle to radius rod E83W)...................................... £16.50
YE-3290-E } Track Rod Ends (pair) all saloons and 5cwt vans .................. £62.50
E93A-3290 
 Track Rod Ends (pair) E83W ................................................. £60.00
YE-3304C Draglink (Y model) ................................................................. £72.75
E493A-3304 Draglink
 (C, 7Y, 7W, Anglia, Popular, Prefect, 5cwt vans) .................. £67.50
YE-3332 Trackrod End Dust Cover (each, fits all models) ..................... £1.80
YE-33111 King Pin Set, complete (Model Y)  ........................................ £70.00
CE-33111 King Pin Set, complete (Model C) ......................................... £70.00
7W-33111 King Pin Set, complete 
 (7Y,7W, Anglia,Popular,Prefects,5cwt vans) .......................... £53.00
E83W-33111 King Pin Set, complete (E83W) ............................................. £59.00
7W-3590-A Arm(steering gear) fits models 1937 to 1949 ......................... £20.00
Y-3446 Front axle A-frame Bush (fits all models) ................................ £5.25
YE-3616B Horn Button and Nut (Y model) ............................................... £5.45
E93A-4020 Shackle Bush (metalastic type)  
 saloons and 5cwt vans 1946 onwards ....................................... £7.50
E493A 4050 Retainer (rear axle shaft grease) ............................................... £7.25
Y-4217 Bolt (diff gear case) .................................................................. £3.25
18-4217 Bolt (diff gear case) .................................................................. £4.00
E93A-4607 Pin (Drive Shaft) ....................................................................... £2.05
Y-4615-B Bearing (drive pinion) assembly Model Y ............................. £15.00
Y-4636 Lock Washer (pinion bearing nut)  
 all models except E83W ........................................................... £2.35
Y-4637 Thrust Washer (pinion bearing)  
 all models except E83W ........................................................... £1.95
 Front Shock Absorber Link to fit E493A, E494A & 103E .... £20.00
 Rear Shock Absorber Link to fit E493A, E494A & 103E ..... £20.00
 Front Shock Absorber Link to fit E83W ................................ £25.00
 Rear Shock Absorber Link to fit E83W ................................. £25.00
 Shock absorber (specify which one required) ........................ £75.00
 Front wheel bearings (wheel) ................................................. £56.00
 Front wheel bearings (per axle set) ...................................... £110.00
 Suspension Buffer (fits all models except Model Y) ............. £15.75

Exhaust Systems
E93A-5255-C Model Y stainless steel exhaust system .................................. £95.00

 5 cwt stainless steel exhaust system ....................................... £90.00
 E83W stainless steel exhaust system ...................................... £87.50
 E93A-5230/Prefect and 7W stainless steel  
 exhaust system ...................................................................... £115.00
E93A-5230/ Anglia, 103E and 7Y stainless steel exhaust system ............ £115.00
E04A-5255-B Clamp (inlet pipe to manifold) ............................................... £10.00

Engine Parts

E493A-18666-A Pipe (cleaner outlet) assembly and 
E493A-18666-B Pipe (cleaner inlet) assembly .................................................. £45.20
E93A-18670 } Oil Filter Unions (pair) (fits all engines) ................................ £12.95
E98T-18672 }
 Oil filter................................................................................... £35.00
Y-6038 Front Engine Mounting  
 (exchange and send with order-remove rubber  
 from mount) .............................................................................. £8.50
 Front Engine Mounting bolt ..................................................... £0.95
E93A-6250A Camshaft (Chain Driven) ........................................................ £59.75
E93A-6258 Retainer (camshaft sprocket) chain driven camshaft................ £3.05
E93A-6270 Timing Chain .......................................................................... £14.95
YE-6280A Washer (camshaft thrust) all engines from  
 1936 onwards ............................................................................ £3.50
CE-6310 Crankshaft Oil Slinger .............................................................. £1.85
E93A-6310 Crankshaft Oil Slinger .............................................................. £1.90
E93A-6319 Starting Dog (fits all engines) ................................................... £9.00
Y-6384 Starter Ring Gear (fits all engines) ......................................... £46.95
E93A-6510B Valve guide (per split guide) ................................................... £23.00
 Valve guide (per set) ............................................................. £169.50
CE-6505A/B Short Length Valve  (exhaust and inlet available) .................... £7.00
E93A-6505F Long Exhaust Valve (Can also be used as inlet) .................... £14.75
Y-6513 Valve Springs (set of eight) (fits all engines) ......................... £15.50
Y-6520 Valve Cover (fits all engines) ................................................... £5.85
Y-6560 Drive Bush (oil pump and distributor) (fits all engines) .......... £4.50
Y-6561 Drive Sleeve (oil pump and distributor drive gear) 
 (fits all engines) ........................................................................ £3.95
Y-6566 Dowel (oil pump and distributor drive gear bush) 
 (fits all engines) ........................................................................ £2.00
Y-23670 Pin (oil pump drive gear to sleeve) (fits all engines) ............... £0.75
Y-6610B Oil Pump Gear (fits all engines) ............................................... £4.50
YE-6623 Oil Pump Screen (fits all engines) ............................................ £9.65
 Main Bearing Set 
 (std, -0.010",-0.020",-0.030",-0.040", -0.060")  
 (fits all engines) ...................................................................... £50.00
 Pre-War Piston Sets (8hp and 10hp) ....................................... £40.00
 E93A 10hp Piston Set including rings 
 (std, +0.010",+0.020",+0.030", +0.040") ............................. £125.00
 E93A 10hp Piston Ring Set 
 (std, +0.020",+0.030", +0.040") ............................................. £38.00
 3-Ring 10hp Piston Ring Sets (+0.010", +0.020") ................. £15.00
 8hp decoke gasket set (1932-34) ............................................ £35.00
 8hp decoke gasket set (1935-1953) ........................................ £45.00
 10hp manifold gasket ................................................................ £7.25
E15-Z-1 Decoke gasket set (E93A 10hp engine) .................................. £25.00
 Conversion gasket set (E93A 8hp and 10hp engine).............. £25.00
 10hp cylinder head gasket ...................................................... £15.00
YE-24052C Studs (Cylinder head) set ........................................................ £29.95
 Used engines suitable for rebuilding available 
 (collection only) ...................................................................... £70.00

Clutch and Gearbox Parts

Y - 2454 Clutch Pedal (exchange-remove rubber from old pedal  
 and send with order) ............................................................... £10.25
Y - 5102 Gearbox Rubber Mounting (Y and C models only) ............... £30.15
Y-7015 Main Drive Gear (8hp) ........................................................... £35.75
YE-7015 Main Drive Gear (10hp) ......................................................... £38.50
Y-7040 Baffle (main shaft gear bearing oil)-rear .................................. £1.25
7W-7050 Retainer (main drive gear bearing) ........................................... £7.50
7W-7052 Seal (main drive gear bearing oil) assembly ............................ £2.95
YE-7059B Mainshaft and Bush ................................................................ £35.50
Y-7065 Bearing (main shaft) drive gearball assembly ........................ £21.65
Y-7069 Washer main shaft intermediate gear thrust ............................. £3.00
E04A-7070 Retaining Ring (snap ring) ....................................................... £1.50
YE-7071B Washer intermediate gear thrust washer ................................... £4.50
  Baffle (main shaft oil)-front...................................................... £1.25
E93A-7085 Rear Bearing Retainer ............................................................. £19.50
Y-7090 Universal Joint ........................................................................ £30.00 
103E-7114 Counter Gear (10hp) ............................................................... £45.95
Y-7119 Washer (Counter shaft gear thrust) ........................................... £6.25
CE-7141 Reverse Gear ........................................................................... £29.95
YE-7222 Selector Housing ..................................................................... £19.05
Y-7523 Clutch return spring .................................................................. £5.25
7W-7533 Clutch linkage clevis pin .......................................................... £2.10
Y-7550 Clutch Plate-All models, except E83W
 (exchange and send with order) .............................................. £25.00
7W-7561 Clutch Release Bearing Hub-All models ............................... £19.50
YE-7563B Clutch Cover-All models, except E83W 
 (exchange-send with order)  ................................................... £62.00
E83W-7563 E83W Clutch Cover (exchange-send with order) .................. £66.00

Please note that all our prices include postage and packing! (for UK members only)
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E74-7580A Clutch release bearing-All models ......................................... £10.50
E70-7600-A Clutch Pilot Bearing ................................................................. £5.75
C-943070 Gear Lever Gaiter (except E83W) .......................................... £17.00
E83W-943070 E83W Gear Lever Gaiter ........................................................ £19.95
Y-5102 Large selection of used gearboxes available 
 (collection only) ...................................................................... £30.00

Cooling System

E0A-8100 Radiator Cap (pressure type for 103E and some  
 E493A's) .................................................................................... £3.95
Y-8109 Radiator cap (brass screw type) ................................................ £6.50
Y-8260 / 8286 Radiator Hose (reinforced, straight for pre-war  
 engines, state top/bottom) ......................................................... £4.50
 Radiator Hose (moulded-E83W-state top/bottom) ................. £10.50
 Radiator Hose (moulded-bottom) ........................................... £10.50
 Radiator Hose (moulded-top, state type of radiator cap  
 and model) .............................................................................. £11.50
YE-8606B Fan Blade (11") ......................................................................... £5.90
E93A-8610C Pulley (fan and generator 3.12" O.D.)  ..................................... £7.90
E494A-8610 Pulley (fan and generator 4.12" O.D.)  ..................................... £7.50
E93A-8620-A Fan Belt (late 8 and 10 hp engines without waterpump) ......... £5.95
E493AFS-8620 Fan Belt (late 8 and 10 hp engines with export  
 waterpump) ............................................................................... £5.95

Fuel System 

 Fuel Pump with spacer (no primer) ........................................ £42.70
 Fuel Pump repair kit ............................................................... £27.25
E04A-9080 103E/E494A Petrol Filler Grommet ....................................... £12.85
7W-9080 7W / E93A /E493A Petrol Filler Grommet ............................ £10.75
BE-9288-A Flexible Petrol Pipe (except E83W) ....................................... £15.25
YE-9355 Fuel Pump Cover (all models) .................................................. £1.95
YE-9364-B Gasket (fuel pump screen cover) .............................................. £0.65
YE-9365 Fuel Pump Cover Screen (all models) ...................................... £1.50
YE-9374 Gasket (fuel pump to cylinder) ................................................. £0.95
7W-9425 Inlet Manifold (10hp) ............................................................. £17.00
YE-9435 Gasket (inlet manifold to exhaust manifold "hot spot")  
 (all models) ............................................................................... £2.75
YE-9448 8hp manifold gasket .................................................................. £7.50
 Carburettor Gasket Kit .............................................................. £7.95
 Rebuilt 8 hp Carburettor (exchange-send with order)  ........... £80.00
 Rebuilt 10 hp Carburettor (exchange-send with order)  ......... £80.00
Y-9477 8hp Gasket (carburettor to inlet manifold) ............................... £1.25
CE-9477 10hp Gasket (carburettor to inlet manifold) ............................. £1.25
YE - 9555 Carburettor Float (all models) .................................................. £4.50
YE-9660 Connector (Starter Valve) Assembly) ....................................... £5.00
48-9735 Accelerator Pedal (all models except Y,C and E83W) ........... £12.95

Ignition System

 Emergency breakdown kit ...................................................... £42.50
 Set E93A ignition leads .......................................................... £14.95
E83W 12024A 6V Ignition Coil (All models-not original) ............................ £38.75
  Set E93A ignition leads .......................................................... £14.95
YE-12100B Distributor-rebuilt (exchange-send with order) ...................... £50.00
YE-12116B Distributor Cap (All models 1935 onwards) .......................... £13.00
YE - 12191B  Spring (distributor weight) no 1 - light .................................... £2.85
YE-12135B Oiler (screw-in type) All models 1935-1955 ............................ £1.50
YE-12185B Toggle (All models 1935 onwards) .......................................... £0.59
YE - 12191B Spring (distributor weight) no 1 - light .................................... £2.85
YE-12199B Contact Set (All models 1935 onwards) ................................... £6.60
YE-12200C Rotor (All models 1935 onwards) ............................................ £3.25
YE - 12242-B  Spring (distributor weight) no 2 - heavy .................................. £1.25
YE-12300B Condenser (All models 1935 onwards) .................................... £8.50
52-12405A Spark Plug, L86C (All models also 100E) ............................... £2.85

Electrical System
  Dynamo-2 brush, early type  
 (exchange-send with order)  ................................................... £87.50
E494A-10001 Dynamo-3 brush, early type only 
 (exchange-send with order) .................................................. £110.00
E494A-10001 Dynamo-3 brush, late type only 
 (exchange-send with order) .................................................... £87.50
E93A-10043 Kit (2 brush dynamo brush) ...................................................... £4.50
EY-10043 Kit (3 brush dynamo brush) ...................................................... £4.50
YE-10094 Bearing (generator drive end) assembly ................................... £5.95
YE-10160 Felt (dynamo drive end bearing) .............................................. £0.65
7W-10505 Cut out assembly (rebuilt, for use with 3 brush dynamo, 
 exchange only ......................................................................... £24.95
E93A-11001 10hp Starter Motor rebuilt (exchange-send with order) ....... £110.00 
YE-11001C 8hp starter motor (exchange-send with order)...................... £110.00
EY-11057 Starter motor brush set, 8hp 2 brush......................................... £4.75
E93A-11057 Starter motor brush set, 10hp 4 brush....................................... £9.50
7W-11359 Spring (starter pinion retaining) ............................................... £0.75
BE-11450 Starter Switch .......................................................................... £18.00
E493A-13007 E493A Pre Focus 30W/24W Bulb (E493A Prefect only) ........ £3.75
E493A-13007 E493A Pre Focus 45W/35W Bulb (E493A Prefect only) ........ £4.95 
ET6-13007-B Headlamp Bulb 36W/36W........................................................ £4.95
7V-13061 Retaining Clip ("W" clip) (holds headlamp lens in rim  
 for E83W) ................................................................................. £0.75
CE-13061 Retaining Clip ("W" clip) (holds headlamp lens in rim  

 for 103E) ................................................................................... £0.75
E493A-13068 E493A Gasket (headlamp lens to door dust excluder)  
 (E493A Prefect only) ................................................................ £4.00
YE-13081 Spring (front sidelight socket 1934 onwards except  
 E493A) ...................................................................................... £0.60
CE-13101 Spring (headlamp focusing) ...................................................... £0.65
E493A-13111 E493A Headlamp Lens Rim Outer (E493A Prefect only) ....... £7.75
E93A-13130 E93A/E04A headlamp rubber base pad (pair) 
 (EO4A and E93A only) ........................................................... £19.50
103E-13408B 103E Plate (Rear Lamp Base), please specify  
 nearside / offside ..................................................................... £21.25
103E-13408B 103E Plate (Rear Lamp Base) (pair) ...................................... £41.50 
103E-13420/1 103E Rear Lamp Rubber Base Pads (pair) ............................. £18.60
103E-13450/1 103E Rear Lamp Lenses (pair) ............................................... £29.95
 103E Complete Rear Lamp Unit including bulb (pair) .......... £82.00 
ET6-13465 Stop/Tail Bulb 6V 21W/5W index pin (straight pin  
 also available) ........................................................................... £1.75
40E-13466 Panel bulb 6V 3W ..................................................................... £1.70
78E-13466 E493A Sidelight Bulb 5W MBC (E493A Prefect only) ........... £1.26
BE-13466-A Sidelight Bulb 5W CC (not E493A) ......................................... £1.26
E83W-13550B Popular no. plate lamp (E83W and 103E only) ..................... £21.50
CE-13740A Toggle Switch (panel lamp) ...................................................... £2.60
38193-57 Headlamp mounting bolts plus nuts (each) .............................. £8.95
E04A-118004B Semaphore Direction Indicator (6volt only) 
 (exchange only) ....................................................................... £47.75
  Rebuilt bulkhead cutout (exchange only) ............................... £24.65

Rubber Grommets and Seals

E68-AD-1 Fixed side window rubber (per ft) 
 (saloons 1937 onwards) ............................................................ £1.99
7W-16625 7Y, E04C, E494A, E494C, 103E Bonnet Corner Pads 
 (pair) .......................................................................................... £4.30
 E83W Bonnet Corner Pads (Pair) ............................................. £8.95
 E83W Bonnet Corner Pads (Full set) ..................................... £12.95
81A-16754 Bumper (bonnet side panel), E493A, E494A and 103E ........... £0.90
81A-16760 Bumper (bonnet dowel locating) fits E493A  ........................... £3.50
 Grommet-gearbox cover ........................................................... £4.50
 Set of three grommets-gearbox cover ..................................... £12.00
CE-171515A Grommet (windscreen wiper) ................................................... £3.50
E93A-17772 / 3 E93A Prefect / Anglia / 103E Bumper Grommets (pair) ....... £16.95
E493A-17772/3-B E493A Prefect Bumper Grommets (pair) ............................... £24.95
E93A-35184 Pedal plate rubber bumper (Saloons and  
 5cwt vans 1939 onwards) ......................................................... £1.99
E83W-111172 Opening windscreen rubber for E83W ................................... £18.95 
40-700546A Blind Grommet (fits under 103E/E494A bonnet) .................... £0.60
48-702610A Door post rubber bumper 
 (one per door post 1937 onwards) ............................................ £2.39
E04A-7040318 Rear no plate rubber bumper 
 (Anglia and Popular 1939 onwards) ......................................... £2.15
100E-7043531 Boot T Handle Escutcheon rubber seal .................................... £3.95
62E-731942 E83W Door Rubber seal (enough for both doors) ................. £13.75
7W-940502 Opening windscreen rubber for Prefect and 5cwt van ........... £15.50
7Y-940502-B Front screen rubber for 103E/E494A/E04A ........................... £13.25
7W-941480 / 1  Weatherstrip door bottom (per ft) all saloons 1937 onwards ... £2.75
7W-970700 Roof weatherstrip (per foot) All models except Y and C ......... £1.99
103E-7025856 Rear screen rubber for all saloons  
 (not E93A or 7Y deluxe)......................................................... £14.25

Miscellaneous Body Fittings

E03CF/A-8213 Grille Badge, "Thames" (blue enamel) (E83W) ..................... £12.60
103E-8213-A Ford Popular Grille Badge (103E Popular) .............................. £9.35
E494A-8215 E494A/E494C/103E Grille Badge Mount .............................. £14.50
E83W-8215-A E83W Grille Badge Mount ..................................................... £19.00
E04A-16719-B E04A/103E Boot Lid Escutcheon 
 (fits over coach key hole) ......................................................... £5.90
YE-16750B Bonnet Clip (Y model) ........................................................... £19.85
103E-17261 / 2-B Speedo Cable (state model) .................................................... £19.85 
C46412AR Dovetail (female) ...................................................................... £4.25
E93A-7022400-A  Door handles and escutcheons-pair (Anglia/103E/5cwt 
 van-shafts and barrels not included) ....................................... £49.50
 Locking door handle and escutcheon (shaft and barrel  
 not included) Anglia/103E/5cwt van ...................................... £29.95
E493A-7022400 E493A Locking Door Handle with escutcheon  
 (shaft and barrel not included) ................................................ £31.50
E493A-7022401 E493A Prefect Non Locking Door Handle complete ............. £16.90
E93A-7043500 Locking Boot Handle, chrome plated, with keys ................... £11.95
C-943658 Grille Trim Retaining Clip (7W, E494A, E494C, 103E) ......... £0.50
7W961208-B Interior Door Handle  
 (7Y, 7W, E93A, E493A, E494A, E494C, 103E) .................... £11.75
BE-964280-H Window Winder Handle ........................................................... £4.95
7Y-949624 Stainless Steel Door Hinge Pin (All saloons 1938 onwards) ... £4.90
Y-949967A Striker Plate (Rear door 4 door Y model 1932-1934) .............. £3.80
C-949967C Striker Plate (C and CX, 1934-1936) ....................................... £3.80
 Bootlid Script Badge (Popular, Prefect and Anglia) .............. £14.75
 E83W wing mirror .................................................................. £15.00
 Reconditioned window regulator  
 (please return old unit with order) .......................................... £45.00
 Radiator Muffs (E93A Prefect only) ...................................... £26.60

Please note that all our prices include postage and packing! (for UK members only)
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These price lists supersede any previous price 
lists. Prices charged will be those ruling at 
the date of despatch. Note that all prices 
include postage and packing for members in 
the United Kingdom only. Other members 
should check the cost of postage with the 
spares or regalia officers before ordering. 
Manufacturers part numbers are used for 
identification purposes only and do not 
necessarily indicate the source of supply or 
manufacture.
Regrettably, the Club’s insurance policy 
specifically excludes sales of new or 
secondhand parts to residents of the USA 
and Canada or people intending to export the 
parts, or cars to which parts have been fitted, 
to the USA or Canada.
Spares and regalia are available to Ford 
Sidevalve Owners Club members for their 
own personal use only.

Secondhand and New Parts
Many secondhand parts and a limited number 
of old stock of certain items are also 
available. Send a SAE with your list of 
specific requirements for more information as 
the stock is always changing.

Ordering Spares and Regalia
All spares and regalia are available by Mail 
Order only from the appropriate officer. 
Cheque with order. Please use the order form 
provided. All cheques must be payable in 
Sterling on a London Bank to Ford Sidevalve 
Owners’ Club Limited. Minimum order £5. 
Do not make payments direct to the Club’s 
bank as this causes delay.
There is no telephone number available for 
the sale of regalia, 100E, 107E or Upright 
spares. You are therefore advised to order 
in good time to allow for delivery and 
any necessary correspondence. Goods should 
normally be delivered in the UK and most of 
Europe within 28 days.

Reconditioned Parts
A number of members are failing to return 
exchange units to the Club for reconditioning 
and therefore it has become necessary to 
insist that old units are sent with order. 
Note that exchange units must be suitable for 
reconditioning.

Returned Parts
Parts ordered incorrectly and returned to the 
Club will be subject to a 15% surcharge to 
cover the cost of postage and packing.

Parcel Insurance – UK only
Currently, if a spares parcel gets lost in 
the post, Parcel Force will only refund £20. 
Therefore if your order exceeds £20 and is 
less than £100, please add a further £1.00 to 
cover postal insurance. If your order exceeds 
£100 and is less than £200, please add a 
further £2.25 to cover postal insurance. If 
your order exceeds £200, please add a further 
£3.50 to cover postal insurance. Failure to do 
this will result in orders not being insured 
and the Club will not stand the loss.

Photocopies of the order form are 
acceptable if a member does not want 
to damage their magazine.

Name                                                                                                                                 Membership No                    

Address                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                        

Post Code                                           Telephone                                                                Date                                        

Model No                                           Year                                                                        Engine Capacity                       

Card Holder Name                                                                                                                    

Card Holder Address                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Signature 

Card No.                                                                                   

Expiry Date                                                                                     

Maestro Issue No.                                                                      

Date 

Other parts required                                                                                                                                                              

Payment by cheque or Postal Order (minimum order £10.00)

DO NOT make payments direct to the Club’s bank as this causes delay

UK Members
The Club accepts UK Sterling cheques and 
British Postal Orders for orders of £10 or 
more, made payable to The Ford Sidevalve 
Owners' Club Ltd. 

Overseas Members
For overseas members we recommend payment by credit card, 
but will accept a Sterling cheque payable to The Ford Sidevalve 
Owners' Club Ltd. drawn on a London bank. Cheques such as 
these can be obtained from your local bank.

Please send this completed order form, with cheque, Post Order or credit card details to:

for 8 & 10hp Spares and Regalia:

8 & 10hp Spares, 
Ford Sidevalve Owners Club Ltd, 
PO Box 1172, 
Abingdon S.O. 
OX14 5WA

or for 100E or 107E Spares:

100E/107E Spares, 
Ford Sidevalve Owners Club Ltd, 
2 Cypress Road, 
Woodley, 
Reading, 
Berkshire RG5 4BD

Payment by credit card (minimum order £10.00)

Order Form for Regalia and/or Spares

Quantity Part No.  
or size (clothing orders)

Item Description Item cost
£ p

Total
£ p

Total 

If total exceeds £20 and less than £100 add a further £1.00 for postal insurance, UK only

If total exceeds £100 and less than £250 add a further £2.25 for postal insurance, UK only

If total exceeds £250 add a further £3.50 for postal insurance, UK only

Final Total
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Advice from DVLA
The DVLA may refuse to register 
vehicles without a vehicle 
identification number (VIN) and/or 
engine number, and may ask the 
Police to inspect them.

Readers are advised to think 
carefully before purchasing such 
vehicles.

Pop 
Shopper

Post-War Upright for 
Sale

E494A 1951 Anglia, Reg LXW 920, mostly 
original new wings, 10hp engine fitted this 
summer, MOT Aug 08. Used during summer 
only GOOD condition. Maintained regardless 
of cost. Space reqd for new Classic Car. 
£3250 ono Tel David Taylor 01435 813665, 
email davidt@jaga.co.uk

Ford Popular 103E MOT & tax (1953) fair 
condition drives well £2195. Photos available 
by e-mail. Telephone Mark Wilson 01463 
811146, Inverness. Email 
Skyediver69@aol.com (non-member)

100E/107E for Sale

1962, Ford Popular Deluxe, Cambridge Blue, 
fine original condition, 13,730 miles from 
new, aquaplane head, manifolds, twin carbs, 
SS exhaust system, Murray overdrive, electric 
wipers, original rubber floor covers as new. 
All original parts kept to revert back to 
original. Too many awards to list, original 
brochures etc. £5250.00 no offers, sale due 
to ill health. Telephone Alan Hart 01608 
661047, Shipston on Stour.

100E, 1956, Prefect, very good condition, 
taxed and tested April 08, ready for showing, 
but ill health forces sale, full history of 
car £2000.00. Telephone E. Thorton 01642 
497618.

Ford Popular Deluxe 100E 1961 for sale, 
good condition taxed and tested, runs 
well, black paintwork. Quick sale required 
as family circumstances dictate. Telephone 
Simon 07875765813, Stoke on Trent. Email 
simon@sbradeley.orangehome.co.uk (non-
member)

100E Prefect restored has never had rust 
genuine 32,000 miles. 1 owner, our 
grandmother even has the original receipts 
and books. 1954 model. Telephone David 
Brand 61 2 69 25 7272, Wagga Wagga, 
Australia. Email 
dbjb@southernphone.com.au (non-member)

Commercial for Sale

E83W, 1954, van fully restored in blue & 
cream, good original tyres & battery, original 
registration RNX123, MOT can retest, some 
history £3800.00 Telephone Rodney Marshall 
01582 599912. (non-member)

Special for Sale

Siva 1957 tourer four seater based on 
103E chassis and running gear 1172cc with 
age related plate. Good runner excellent 
condition, taxed and tested until June 
2008. £3600. Telephone M. Squillero 07790 
926918, London.

Wanted

E93A 1948 Prefect badge as fitted below boot 
lid. It is oval shape and has Ford on it. Must 
have a red background, it is fixed not hinged. 
Also badge as fitted to front grill. It is a 
shield shape and has a sword on it, must have 
a red background. Telephone Adrian Marshall 
01923 440831. Email gbmf@ntlworld.com

100E 1959 popular metal sun visor. 
Telephone George Lee 01243 820098

100E head complete with manifolds and 
standard carb will swap/barter for 93A 
aquaplane head and aquaplane intake 
manifold for D/D carbs complete with 
pair of D/D Zeniths. Telephone Donal 
Morrissy 00353 87 2557615, Ireland. Email 
morrissy@eircom.net

Wanted tailgate for a Ford 100E Escort 
Estate. Just need the top half but will buy 

both parts if needed. Also a rear valance 
for the same vehicle if anybody has one 
knocking around they want to sell. Cash 
waiting. Telephone John Gumble 01992 
632486 or 07949 248537, Hertfordshire. 
Email john@gumble.freeserve.co.uk

Wanted for 107E Prefect, good set of 
seats prefer brown/cream, grille badge and 
boot handle badge. Martin Jones, email 
emmjay@blueyonder.co.uk

10 HP starter motor; preferably working 
order but anything considered. David 
Harland, tel 01202 623070, Dorset. Email: 
email@davidharland.co.uk

Upright front and rear axles. Telephone Geoff 
02476 334201, Midlands area.

Spares for Sale

103E, 1959 Popular nose cone £30, back seat 
£60, 2 gallon petrol cans 1920s to 1950s £5 
each. Set of hubcaps £15, six axle stands £15. 
Telephone M.Capps 01945 464892, Cambs.

2 Avon tourist 5.50 x 16” tyres and tubes 
in good condition, one 16” wheel rim 
and one Avon tourist 4.50 x 17” tyre 
suitable as a spare. £45 ONO buyer collects. 
Telephone Dick Ellingham 01606 854055, 
e-mail fellingham@hotmail.co.uk

100E front left hand wing, all metal, no 
filler £70. Also softback book 74 pages, 
Super Tune Your Ford 100E, 
R.M. Clarke, £5. Telephone D.G.Smith 01978 
820517, North Wales.

Pop chassis complete with engine gearbox 
axles wheels brakes etc £150. Ford Pop grill 
and trim £20. Model Y front grill £50. 4 
Pop wheels and tyres. Telephone Ivor Tanner 
01403 753131 /753358, West Sussex.

One pair of 100E van rear doors in excellent 
condition no rot c/w rear windows Telephone 
Tony Howard 07740 446187, Blackburn, 
Lancs. Email redcapgarage@btconnect.com 
(non-member)

93A aquaplane head and rare aquaplane 
intake manifold for D/D carbs complete with 
2 D/D Zeniths. Offer or will swap/barter 
for 100E head complete with manifolds and 
standard carb. Telephone Donal Morrissy 
00353 87 2557615, Ireland. Email 
morrissy@eircom.net

Continued on page 33
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Classified Advertisement Form

Sidevalve News
Sidevalve News is published every 
two months on the fifteenth of the 
month, commencing February.

Please email your adverts to
pop.shopper@fsoc.co.uk
or use the advert page on the web
www.fsoc.co.uk or post this form 
to:
Geoff Hammond
103 Shorncliff Road
Counden
Coventry
Warwickshire

Classified advertisements appear  
at the editor’s discretion, and are 
subject to submission to the editor 
by the tenth of the month preceding 
publication. This is a free service 
for both members and non-
members, although an individual 
may not normally have more than 
two advertisements in any one 
issue.

Please complete this form in 
BLOCK CAPITALS and include 
your area and phone number.

The FSOC’s status as a mutual 
trading company precludes the 
acceptance of paid advertising  
from third parties who are not fully 
paid-up members of the FSOC.

Trade advertisements from 
members whose income derives in 
whole or part from the sale of 
spares or vehicles must be pre-paid, 
at £5 for each 28 word insertion. 
Please make cheques payable to 
Ford Sidevalve Owners’ Club 
Limited.

Advertisements must be with the 
Editor by first post on the 10th of 
the month preceding publication.

Model 
(e.g. 100E)

Year 
(e.g. 1961)

Model Type 
(e.g. Prefect)

Region

E-mail address (if applicable)Telephone (include STD Code)

Please indicate heading:    For Sale  Wanted

 Pre-war  Post-war upright  100E/107E

 Special  Spares  Miscellaneous

 Other (please state)                                                                        

Name                                            

Address                                                                                 

                                                     

         

FSOC Membership No        

Email address         

You may photocopy this page if you prefer.
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Anglia & Pop Register
Andy Main

2008 is the centenary of the Model T. Will 
Ford celebrate in style what made them 
famous worldwide or is history just ‘bunk’? 
Nicknamed the Tin Lizzie, the Model T was 
designed and initially manufactured in the 
USA and vast numbers were sold overseas. 
In 1911 Ford converted a disused factory at 
Trafford Park in Manchester to assemble 
kit parts shipped over from the USA. 
Discontinued in 1927, over 15 million had 
been produced.

Ford opened other assembly plants around 
the world, initially importing components 
from the USA until the manufacture of local 
components gradually increased.

Following the building of the new Ford 
manufacturing and assembly plant on the 
marshes at Dagenham, Essex for the British 
small sidevalve Ford, the quaysides on the 
Thames were used to import raw materials 
and export completed vehicles and parts. A 
completed vehicle arriving in an overseas 
country employs very little local labour. Kits 
of parts for local assembly were exported 
to some countries with high import taxes. 
In Australia at various times the Australian 
built or Dagenham built models were on sale. 
Australia is perhaps best known in Ford terms 
for the variety of open cars, utilities, 4 door 
Anglias and extended boot Prefects.

Earliest E493A Prefect?

An inquiry from New Zealand: an early E493A 
Prefect – which had not been used since 1975 
when the owner stopped driving, having driven 
the Prefect from new and with a mileage of 
only 32,000 – was now up for sale. With 
chassis number C409892, did I know of an 
earlier E493A Prefect? From register records 
I have no details of one from earlier. Do you 
own one that has a lower chassis number? 
(The first E493A was C403100 in 1948.)

Building in Need of Restoration

Len Shorthouse from Ross-on-Wye purchased 
his 103E Popular, RVC 734, on 13th February 
from V12 Sports & Classics in Nuneaton. First 
licensed on 5th October 1955 in Coventry, no 
history is known until 10th April 1984 when 
the mileage is confirmed as 50,070. Some 
maintenance records survive from 1984-1997 
– nothing major was undertaken – and MOT 
certificates from 1997-2007. One previous 
owner, Jon Markham, was a club member 
but RVC 734 is previously unknown to the 
Register. An original wireless Model PAP 17 is 
fitted and an original set of tools have survived. 
Mileage when purchased was 54,856.

RVC 734 is photographed on 2nd April 
looking in fine condition on a bright sunny 

day, though the building behind looks in need 
of much work. (Photo 1)

Saved in a Container

Ian Jones from Brandon, Suffolk purchased 
his E494A Anglia, NBJ 936, on 28th April. 
First licensed on 1st February 1953 in Suffolk, 
NBJ 936 had two owners until August 1974 
when it was part exchanged for another car. 
The garage owner stored cars as a hobby and 
NBJ 936 was saved in a container. Following 
his death, the owner’s son has been selling 
off the stored vehicles and Ian purchased the 
Anglia in response to an advert.

At some time the 8hp engine was replaced 
with a 10hp, otherwise it is original. The 
paintwork has suffered following storage, 
which is assumed to be caused by 
condensation, but no rust otherwise has been 
found. All rubber parts have perished and the 
headlining has dropped away from the rear 
window.

Photographed on 11th May, Ian appears to 
have been busy with the bright chrome parts as 
it is in running order whilst undertaking those 
tasks necessitated due to storage. (Photo 2)

Register 25 Years Ago – Sidevalve, 
December 1982

The shortest entry with less than half a column. 
A reminder to a large number of members that 

have promised photographs of their vehicles, 
some as far back as 1979. Twenty five years 
on and some still outstanding – they may no 
longer own the vehicle in question?

The manufacturer of the boot lid badges, 
after being in hospital for three months, had 
now ceased trading so was looking into another 
manufacturer. Next remanufactured projects were 
the lockable T handles and Panhard Rods.

Members’ names that appeared in Sidevalve, 
December 1982 and Sidevalve News, October 
2007: Tony Young, Yvon Precieux, Jim 
Norman, Danny Moody, Gordon Cowley, John 
Skinner (editor in 1982, and page 22 featured 
young Jonathan Skinner – 10 months old – 
sitting on the bonnet of John’s E494C van) 
and myself.

Yearly DVLA Reminder

If you intend to return your vehicle to the road 
for Easter events and you still have the old 
buff/green register book RF 60, and therefore 
need to reclaim the original registration, now 
is the time to start the process, not two weeks 
before the event.

It’s That Time Again

Many thanks for sending in your Register 
application forms during the last twelve 
months. Regretfully I could not feature every 
vehicle received.

The purpose of the Register is to keep 
a record of all surviving vehicles, whatever 
their condition. I am always pleased to receive 
updated photographs and articles. If you want 
a Register application form, please send me 
an SAE.

May I take this opportunity to wish all club 
members and their families a Happy Christmas 
and New Year, and good Sidevalve motoring 
in 2008.

Photo 1

Photo 2
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Yvon Precieux

01475 529267 
6-9pm

Registrar’s Comments

A funny year with the weather for rallies, 
and with not much feedback on this register 
I have assumed you are reasonably happy 
with the content. However I really do need 
you to inform me of the chassis number/
registration/Briggs body number of your 
vehicle, besides some detail of purchase, 
restoration or otherwise. A short note will 
do. This information is necessary to keep 
FSOC records up to date. So help me to 
help you. No photos this issue as I’m giving 
you some heavy reading, apt to prompt 
active but constructive comment. For new 
members to this register, a welcome to 
Mary Denton with her Model Y ASJ 566, 
purchased from the World Wide Web, 
which leaves me to say Merry Christmas 
and a much sunnier New Year.

Early Small Fords and Vehicle Coding

My thoughts on the matter!

The manner in which our pre-war small 
Fords obtained their identities during the 
period 1932-37 has been given to much 
head scratching lately. Through a fellow Ford 
journal and with the Ford Motor company 
having no inclination in defining their history, 
I will try to answer all the queries on an 
historical, analytical and theoretical basis.

Initially Ford started with a wholly 
alphabetical sequence with B, C (1905), K, N, 
(1906), R (1907) and S and T in 1908. The 
use of letters from the alphabet to simplify 
the identify of these early Ford Models caught 
on with the general public and its continued 
usage with derivative models could be seen as 
beneficial both in model identity and separation 
of spare parts. In 1928, the second series of 
Ford vehicles was restarted with the Model 
A. This ‘A’ sequence was intended to be 
continued further with the introduction of the 
next model in 1932, as initially Ford’s chassis 
plate designation was Model AB, the title 
eventually being discarded in favour of plain 
Model B. The next model designate was the V8 
(project 18) of October 1932, but the baby Ford 
8hp (project 19) of August 1932 usurped its 
introduction by coming out two months earlier. 
It is from the initial concept of both these 
models that a numerical sequence started to 
emerge based on project identity – the V8 
being designated 18 and the baby Ford model 
19. It was the possible perceived spare parts 
confusion of the numbers being so close, 18 
and 19 that threw managers from the servicing 
department at Dagenham into prompting higher 
management (Percival Perry) to intervene and 
use a letter of the alphabet to properly identify 

the 8hp model spares against the new V8, 
especially as the baby Ford carried parts carried 
over from the Model B.

Getting used to a new close-coupled 
numerical system for the Model 18 and Model 
19 could have been seen as a parts service 
nightmare, although this was shown to work 
with the additional V8 models up to 1937. 
It is with the V8 marque that we see some 
suggestion of identification order with models 
associated with year of introduction, which 
starts in year 1934. As to the use of the letter 
‘Y’, I can only offer the suggestion that as this 
8hp engined model was perceived as being 
the lowest possible engine capacity one could 
economically manufacture at that time. A 
letter at the far end of the alphabet (1) 
would communicate this, with room to fit 
further models and engine sizes further up 
the alphabet, such as the 4 cylinder, inline 
engined models from Dearborn; (2) would 
clearly define spare parts against others of 
a numerical (V8) and alphabetical sequence 
(Models A and B); and (3) would probably not 
alienate cantankerous old Henry.

So why ‘Y’ and not ‘Z’ or even ‘C’? Well, 
‘Model Z’ doesn’t trip off the tongue as readily 
as ‘Model Y’, does it? So this might have 

been the same then – a simple preference over 
the last letter of the alphabet. So why not the 
letter ‘C’ after Models A and B? Well, the 
use of ‘C’ would leave no room to slot in 
sequence intermediate engine sizes or models, 
especially the 10hp versions, that were now 
becoming popular in Europe with their lower 
tax rating and the larger 4 cylinder engined 
vehicles from Dearborn. It may be easier to 
see this physically by referring to the tables 
shown which may be gentler both for the eye 
and the grey matter. (Table 1)

A proper model order identification system 
was not to appear until the year 1938 and 
effective from this date. However it does 
appear that Ford Dearborn were starting to 
review the whole vehicle identification system 
as early as 1933/34. Dagenham was certainly 
seen from its initiation as the lynchpin for 
Europe and as Dearborn had designed all 
the models so far, it was possibly assumed 
unwisely that this situation would continue for 
some years to come with inline engines being 
limited to just four categories plus the V8. This 
would explain the 10hp model as Model C, 
as the next inline engine category nomination 
after the 14.9. Lest we forget, America – like 
today – made the final decision and maybe 
this was a way to show who was running the 

Pre-War Register
Table 1. Pre 1938 listings.

1905-1927 1928 - 1932  1932

Models B, C, K, N, R, S, T Models A.AA, AAF, AF, B,  Model 18. Note logical order 
 BB, BBE, BBF, BF, Y.  
 (AA, BB = derivatives)

4 cylinder inline engine 4 cylinder inline engine  V8 engine 
 (24 & 14.9) and (8hp)
 
Table 2

1932 1934 1932 1933/1934  
   (take the  
   first digit  
   for year)

Models A B, C, Y Model 18 Models 40  
   and 48 

4 cylinder inline engines (24 & 14.9), 10, 8 hp V8 engined V8 engined
 
Table 3

1932-34 1935  1935 (take the first digit  
   for year)

Models A, B, C, Y Models A, B, C, CX, Y Models 50 (Model 51 not  
   adopted by Britain until 1936)

4 cylinder inline 4 cylinder inline V8 engined
 
Table 4

1932-36 1936

Models A, B, C, CX, Y Models 60, 61, 62, 67, 68 (take the first digit to depict year)

4 cylinder inline V8 engined
 
Table 5

1932-37 1935  1936  1937 

Models A, B, C, 7V, 7W, CX, 7Y, Y Models 50, 50E, 51 60, 61, 62, 67, 68 73, 77, 78, 
   79

4 cylinder inline range now  V8 engined V8 engined V8 engined 
includes the V8-7V
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show, by aligning the (American designed) 
10hp model, letter ‘C’ after the (American) 
models A and B. We can leave out the 
derivatives, i.e. AA, AAF etc. to keep the 
coding simple to see. Looking at both systems, 
the alphabetical coding is still working but 
here with the V8 numerical system we start to 
see the beginnings of categorising models by 
year. (Table 2)

In 1935, Europe was still affected by the 
influences from the Depression. The plan for 
Europe via Dagenham but through Dearborn 
is unraveling and plants in Europe are starting 
to want more say and clout in the design of 
the smaller Fords, together with governments 
requiring more home content in manufacture. 
Here we see Dearborn fully implementing a 
recognisable ‘model by year’ coding system 
for their V8s with the need to do something 
similar to cater for further models of the small 
Ford range but still incorporating the letters of 
the alphabet. The simplest means to do so was 
to upgrade the Model C to CX. Here we must 
consider that ‘X’ could be taken as meaning 
10 for 10hp, but there seems no logic in 
bringing in an alien roman numeral into 
an alphabetical /numerical system to further 
confuse. However, using X as the adjacent 
letter to Y does provide a means of moving 
the updated 10hp model to a better position of 
order to its cousin the Model Y. This retains 
symmetry and at the same time, with little 
outlay and cosmetic touches to the grille and 
bonnet, the Ford Motor company could offer a 
newer model CX for the new season. The V8 
is now properly coded to year. (Table 3)

1936 and further models from the V8 range 
come on song, each now identifiable to year 
of introduction. (Table 4)

The V8’s idea of a numeric coding for year 
is adapted for the British 8 and 10 models 
for 1937 while still retaining the existing 
alphabetical system. This hybrid system works 
so well that with the need to cope with the 
new range of V8 trucks, the V8 numerical 
coding is discontinued after the Model 79. The 
new V8 truck is given a new identity, 7V. 
This slots in neatly alphabetically with the 
new 7W, 10hp and its predecessor, the CX, the 
new British designed 8hp keeping in position 
beside the Y by the simple expedient of using 
7 for year. The order remains intact, but the 
manufacture of longer wheelbases and the 
changes influenced particularly by Dagenham 
and Germany with their own model ranges 
reflects the need for Ford Dearborn to 
completely revise the system much further to 
cope. So, as you can see, up to 1938 the 
coding does remain orderly and is not messy 
as a lot of people think. (Table 5)

In 1938 Ford’s situation in Europe had 
changed. France, Germany and Britain had 
flexed their muscles. The economic and 
political climate dictated that Dagenham’s role 
had changed in Europe. France and Germany in 
particular were intent on going their own way, 

exploiting new technologies of independent 
suspension and streamlining and going further 
in this field than desired for Dearborn to 
control. The existing coding now required to 
take in not only the country supplying the 
model or models but the wheelbase, type of 
vehicle, horsepower of engine and year of 
introduction. This enabled the service parts 
booklets to be simplified and made much 
smaller with parts easily recognisable even to 
the novice. Parts booklets could combine all 
types of spares from different models used, 
without the need to list separately. 1938 was 

the big change to this coding system, loved 
by most if not all of us in the Ford fraternity. 
This needed to be revised in 1948 towards the 
introduction of the first monocoques, hence 
the E494A/C and the E493A are in a twilight 
zone and differ slightly, prior to the new 
sequence that included the 100E and 105E 
with the 103E, the last Upright alas caught up 
in this unlikely coding. For those of us who 
are not familiar with the 1938-48 coding for 
your vehicle, see the illustration below, after 
which you can sit down, take a few aspirin 
and then read it over again?

Illustration 1. 1938/49 model number system

The model symbol number conveys: (1) year in which model commenced; (2) hp of engine, (3) 
wheelbase, (4) type of vehicle, (5) country to which model is peculiar (if any)

1. Year is indicated by first digit: ‘8’ – 1938, ‘9’ – 1939, ‘0’ – 1940, ‘1’ – 1941 etc. to 1948

2. hp of engine is indicated by second digit:

  hp  hp  hp  hp

 1 ....30 3 ........... 10 6 ........... 36.4 8............ 24

 2 ....22 4 ........... 8 7 ........... 27.4 9............ 32.5

3. Wheelbase, if special, is indicated by third digit. (Absence of third digit indicates standard 
wheelbase).

4. Type of vehicle is indicated by first letter after the last digit:

             Type of Vehicle                                                                  Type of Vehicle

 A ....Passenger T ...........Normal Control Truck

 C ....Normal Control Light Commercial (15 Cwt. Van) U ..........Tipper

 H ....Zephyr W .........Forward Control Commercial

 N ....Tractor

5. Country to which  model is peculiar is indicated by INITIAL letter before digits:

 A ....Australia C .......... Canada E ...........England Q .......... South Africa. 
America, the home country, is not indicated

 Examples:

  8 1 7 T

 817T means 1938 30hp 157” W.B. Normal Control Truck 
(America  
home country)

  E 8 3 W

 E83W means England 1938 10hp Forward Control Commercial

  E 0 4 A

 E04A means England 1940 8hp Passenger

Part Number Prefixes

The prefix to a part number normally consists of the symbol number of the model for which it was 
originally designed. In this way, the correct classification of models by their numbers may often 
provide useful information in regard to parts designed for models from 1938 to 1948, even where 
there is no previous knowledge of the models concerned.

Additional information may be conveyed in the prefix to a part number as follows:

R.H. and L.H. DRIVE. A final ‘F’ in the prefix to a part number indicates that the part is ‘foreign’ 
to ‘domestic’ production. In most cases (but not every case) the difference between ‘ foreign’ and 
‘domestic’ parts is one of R.H. or L.H. DRIVE.

Where there is no ‘peculiar Country’ letter at the beginning of the prefix, American design is 
indicated, in which case a R.H. DRIVE will be indicated by the addition of an ‘F’ to the prefix as 
American domestic production is L.H. DRIVE.

On the other hand, where an initial ‘E’ in the prefix indicates English design, it is the peculiar L.H. 
DRIVE part which has the final ‘F’ in its prefix as our domestic production is R.H. DRIVE.

Examples:

8ITF indicates R.H. DRIVE (or other variation from American domestic production).

E93AF indicates L.H. DRIVE (or other variation from English domestic production).
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Yvon Precieux

01475 529267 
6-9pm

Registrar’s Comments

I’m starting to make a full recce of E83Ws 
surviving and the numbers are amazingly 
high for the numbers built. However, as 
with the Pre-War Register, there are a 
number of you out there not advising 
me of your vehicle particulars, regarding 
chassis number, engine number and where 
applicable Ford contract number. The 
chassis number begins with the letter C and 
is located on the top of the nearside chassis 
member, alongside the engine. It may be 
hard to see with rust and paint so scrape 
carefully. The number is also shown on the 
plate which is affixed to the scuttle. This 
shows the original engine number. In some 
cases there is a further plate showing the 
Ford contract number. Please assist me 
with information and photo of your vehicle. 
Certainly there is much potential in the 
numbers that are out there in the British 
Isles, let alone available in the world. To end 
the year, I would like to say a good thank 
you to Les Foster, our Canadian contact, 
who has given me a good push in the 
right direction with much assistance with 
additional articles. To all correspondents 
to date, thanks for your efforts, keep 
forwarding your vehicle details. Merry 
Christmas, Happy New Year and I will be 
around next year.

New Members

Pat Bristow from Orpington, Kent, owns the 
Thames van 391 EVX. The van was new to 
the Eastern Electricity Board at Brentwood, 
Essex in December 1955, which is appropriate 
for this issue. It was restored to its present 
livery and condition by the vehicle’s fourth 
owners, the company M J Simmonds in 1994. 
Pat purchased the E83W in 2006 and although 
much tidying up and mechanical work has 
been done, he would like to bring the vehicle 
back to its original livery of Eastern Electricity 
Board. (Photo 1)

The next vehicle is an early Fordson owned 
by Desmond Jefferies from Bath. The van 
was originally purchased by a Mr Hayman 
(Bristol) in July 1944 and was used in his 
business, delivering paraffin etc. to farms and 
the public. Its present owner, Mr Jefferies was 
familiar with the E83W, as it was the very 
van that made deliveries to his parents’ home. 
I would agree with him that there must have 
been some concession to delivering paraffin 
etc. at the time, as a necessary job, as 
this was wartime and few vehicles were 

permitted to continue everyday duties unless 
due permissions were granted. Mr Hayman 
used the van until 1963 when it was garaged 
at his business premises. The odometer shows 
12,730 but I would not be surprised if this 
has not been once or twice round. The vehicle 
is painted sort of red from the swage line 
upwards with black below including wings. 
That may be Des through the side window. 
(Photo 2)

I welcome to the register Allen Nash of 
Billericay, Essex. I know the area well. When 
I was a youngster in my first position in the 
Post Office, then a government post, I used to 
ease the brain cells by taking a half day trip 
by bus down to Southend from the city. (You 
could do it in those days.) However, back to 
Allan’s E83W which is a 1956 van registered 
WKE 870, coloured Blue Black. Hopefully 
we should have some further detail in the near 
future. One thing that I am intrigued with 
is that Allan has identified the vehicle as a 
Fordson. According to my Ford reference it 
was August 1952 that the rad name badge was 
changed from Fordson to Thames at engine 
number C 679653. Maybe the vehicle had 
a few bumps in its time and a secondhand 
bonnet and grille may have sufficed. If Allan 
or anyone can throw further light on this with 
further information then I should be pleased 
to hear from you. I am certainly aware that 
the name ‘Thames’ appeared on the larger 
25/35 cwt Ford vehicles much earlier than the 
E83W, so food for thought – maybe a delve 
for our E83W-owning archivist?

In order to provide a service to this 
register, I’m working my way through all the 
information I retain on the E83W. Ice cream 
vans come to mind and I thank John Skinner 
for illustration MBU 512 and Brian Malin, as 
a previous owner, for history detail. I do need 
to gather some more information and carry 
out some further research so that articles will 
be available next year on the ice cream 
van, the emergency ARP ambulance and the 
E83W milkfloat. Also in the pipeline are the 
models from the Utilities, Royal Mail, the 
Co-operative and Rediffusion (the television 
company) to name just a few, together with 
councils and many commercial companies. 
(Any help from the membership would be 
greatly appreciated.) So watch this space.

Technical Matters

Paintwork could be quite varied and probably 
followed the same colour arrangement for 
standard paint as with the other small Fords. 
However I do note that in 1949 black, cordoba 
tan and channel green were being used.

There has been some debate on how fast 
can an E83W go? Reading through some of 
the comments made, it is either very slow or 
comparable to other small Fords. I won’t enter 
the debate but I am sure there was available 

a better ratio rear axle, which made for 
some much faster speeds. Hence this may 
be a reason for the differences in people’s 
perception? I am sure one member has this 
axle?

As with most of our small Sidevalve Fords, 
the E83W was supplied with certain parts 
from existing small Ford models, namely the 
Y, 7Y, 7W and E93A. Having read the Pre-
War Register and the situation of identifying 
spare parts, one should not be surprised that 
the E83W included parts from the Model B, 
Model 18, 40, 48, 52, 60, 61, 62, 68, 74, 
78, 79, 91 and 7V (sort that out). This 
continued further during the war years with 
parts from the W0T1 and W0T2. At the period 
of introduction, the E83W was seen with the 
bulbous lens of the 7W and early Prefect 
E93A and the 7W/C door handles. Unlike the 
cars, all van and utilecons were provided with 
trafficators throughout production from March 
1938 until September 1957.

Although not a recall of vehicles, some 
E83Ws were prone to fracture of the chassis 
side rail adjacent to the rear crossmember 
under arduous conditions. Around the 1948/49 
date, a reinforcement plate was introduced to 
be inserted between the rear crossmember and 
the chassis frame side. Four 5/8th diameter 
holes were drilled along the centre of the plate 
to take similar nuts and bolts to fasten firmly 
and then the outer edges of the plate were 
welded. This reinforcement plate was then 
introduced on all production E83Ws. Worth 
checking, and if stressed (that also includes 
you), drop me a line for sketch and dimensions 
of plate.

E83W Register

Photo 1

Photo 2
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From the Archives
Peter Williams

We return to the Ford Times again in this 
issue. I know this publication has been used 
several times before but it does have some 
fascinating stuff and it is genuine Ford 
material from the period. John Howe’s 
cartoon book has also been revisited. Don’t 
forget this is available from Shirley just in 
time for Christmas.

Post-war Austerity

The immediate post-war years were very 
frustrating for motorists wanting a new car. 
There was a shortage of steel and the vast 
majority of the cars that were built had to go 
for export. Potential customers would put their 
name on the waiting list at all the garages in 
the area and might wait more than two years 
before they were ‘allowed’ to buy a new car. 
This meant that good second-hand cars were 
at a premium and a new car appreciated in 
value as soon as it left the show-room. To 
prevent profiteering the Government required 
that buyers of new cars had to sign a covenant 
preventing them from selling the car for at least 
twelve months. How times have changed!

The editorial in the May 1949 edition of the 
Ford Times gives a flavour of the situation.

‘“All work and no play makes-” We all 
know the rest of the proverb. Hard work 
is really essential to our economic revival 
and though the fruits of our labours at the 
present time must often escape our grasp, 
we can still forget our troubles occasionally 
at the wheel of a car. As reported elsewhere 
in this issue, Ford of Dagenham, in the 
month of March, shattered all their previous 
export records by shipping cars, vans, 
trucks and tractors to overseas markets 
and earning £2,800,000 for the National 
Exchequer. It may be small consolation to 
patient, would-be new Ford owners here 
at home that those exports formed a very 
material aid to British recovery, but let us 
remember that in the final analysis, every 
one of us should benefit eventually from 
what may seem like frustration today.’

Motor-sport as Advertising

Motor-sport had started again and Ford was 
quick to publicise the successes of Ford 
products, particularly where relatively cheap 
models triumphed over more expensive and 
powerful opposition. A favourite Ford driver 
in 1949 was Ken Wharton who competed 
in most forms of the sport, but particularly 
trialling in a Ford 10 Special and rallying in 

Pilots and Anglias. Ford Times carried a two-
page account of his triumph in winning the 
Tulip rally that year. (See photo)

This was the first running of the Tulip, a 
long distance (1800 miles in 60 hours) event 
similar to the Monte Carlo and Alpine Rallies 
which, in those days, attracted much publicity. 
The Ford Times article reports that:

‘The irrepressible Ken Wharton drove his 
little “Anglia” into first place, winning by 
a clear margin of points from the runners-
up. His victory at the wheel of the 
“Anglia” – lowest priced British car – was 
scored against all comers irrespective of 
price or power and was indeed a superb 
achievement.’

Emphasising the reason Ford supported 
these activities the article also includes:

‘Ford light cars have been very popular in 
Holland; now, we learn, many more people 
over there are anxious to become Ford 
owners – which is a good thing from the 
export point of view and proves that success 
in international events like the Tulip Rally 
are well worth-while from the commercial 
as well as the sporting angle.’

Continental Touring

To encourage Ford owners to take their cars 
to the continent Ford organised tours with 
everything arranged in advance. The first one 
in 1949 covered 1400 miles in two weeks 
through Belgium, France, Luxemburg and 
Switzerland. All hotels were included in the 
price which varied according to how many 

people were in the car and the size of the car. 
The price per person ranged from £45 with 
four people in a small car to £52 with two 
people in a big car. The cars were craned 
on and off the boat for the Channel crossing 
from Dover to Boulogne. The account in the 
Ford Times described the participants as ‘as 
representative a selection of ordinary “man-
in-the-street” Ford owners as one could wish 
to meet.’ However, it then went on to list 
them as ‘three Ford Dealers, a Fordson fleet 
operator, three farmers who collectively farm 
3000 acres and a doctor and his family from 
Wales.’ There aren’t many of any of them in 
my street!

It was clearly considered a success as 
two further tours were arranged later in the 
summer. Each tour was accompanied by an 
E83W which was described as a baggage and 
service vehicle. This must have been quite an 
adventure for those taking part. It is reported 
that they were particularly amazed at the lack 
of rationing in Belgium and the plentiful supply 
of nylon stockings which were practically non-
existent at home.

The doctor in the party was apparently a 
bit of a character and gets several mentions. 
On one occasion, after successfully climbing 
a mountain pass without any vaporisation 
problems, he explained that he had soaked 
a handkerchief in cold water and wrapped it 
round the petrol pipe between the tank and 
pump. When he opened the bonnet to show his 
handy-work it caused much amusement when 
it was seen that the handkerchief was wrapped 
carefully round the pipe from the vacuum tank 
to the wipers.

Wharton’s tulip-bedecked Anglia arrives at Breda, the first Dutch control. From Ford Times
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Letters and E-mails

SVN Editor, 
PO Box 1172, 
Abingdon S.O., 
OX14 5WA
E-mail: 
editor@fsoc.co.uk

12 Volt Conversion

Dear Sidevalve.

After the recent correspondence about the 
merits or otherwise of 12 volt conversion, 
perhaps I could add my halfpennyworth. 
Wiring as originally fitted to ‘our’ cars was of 
intrinsically good quality, and being designed 
for 6 volts was wisely of satisfactory gauge 
for the job particularly in the higher amperage 
areas. A rewire is not necessary. Whilst not 
wishing to offend those who prize originality, a 
12 volt conversion does offer some advantages 
particularly with starting and illumination. It is 
not difficult provided the job is done logically. 
All light bulbs will need to be changed. There 
should not be any need to change headlamp 
reflectors as the bulbs are available, albeit not 
readily. If substitution for 12v semaphores is 
not feasible then the 6v units can be retained 
if a suitable resistance is introduced into the 
circuit but this does require some care in 
setting up. Likewise the resistance in the fuel 
gauge circuit must of course be in the feed to 
the gauge unit or the gauge will destruct! I 
have found that a 12v semaphore bulb in an 
inline fuse holder does the trick.

The starter motor, 8 and 10 hp types, are 
robust and need no modification. The horn 
may improve! The charging system is more 
problematical. With later vehicles a direct 
swap with a 12v dynamo and 12v regulator is 
the most convenient way. For earlier 3-brush 

systems an electronic box of tricks is available 
which, with a little modification to the earlier 
type of dynamo, converts it to a fully regulated 
12v charging system.

There are two relatively minor 
disadvantages to this system, which I have 
used on a 7W and am at present using on 
my 1933 ‘Y’. One is that the engine has to 
be revved a little higher to effect charge. The 
other is that it necessitates a change to negative 
earth and therefore swap of connections to 
ammeter and polarity of dynamo – the latter 
a matter of literally a few seconds work. 
This brings me on to (if I haven’t forgotten 
anything) the ignition coil. This must of 
course be 12v but equally importantly must 
be of correct polarity for the system used. 
The condenser, if in good order, should be 
satisfactory on 12 volts. I have, in the distant 
past, operated two 6v electric screen demisters 
in series with some success on a 12v system 
but I doubt this is particularly relevant now. 
Irrespective of voltage system used, the lack 
of fuses is some cause for concern and I 
would certainly agree that some attention in 
this department – or at least a battery isolator 
switch – is a good idea. My longterm view (I 
converted my E83W in 1969 or 1970) is that 
12 volts is advantageous.

Best wishes,
Dave Durrant

The October Cover

Dear Sidevalve,

The October Sidevalve News cover picture 
‘from an unknown newspaper’ shows an 
E494C 5cwt van stranded in the Canvey Island 
floods of 1953. It is a Hulton Picture Company 
copyright photograph and was published more 
recently in a modern postcard series by Iris 
Publishing Ltd in 1992.

Yours sincerely,
John Skinner

Thank you very much for bringing this to our 
attention, John. This just goes to show that 
photos get everywhere – our original was from 
an old newspaper cutting and most certainly 
not from one of the mentioned copyright 
owners. Still, we’re delighted to acknowledge 
the copyright of Hulton Picture Co. and Iris 
Publishing Ltd.

Henrietta in Canada

Dear Sidevalve,

In case they are of interest please find 
attached a few photographs of Henrietta 
outside her old home in Bridport, Dorset, 
being driven to Bournemouth Airport (where 
she was loaded into a container), the unloading 
in Kelowna, British Columbia, and her new 
space in the garage here. She had been in the 
container for about six weeks but started first 
turn, and I drove her off the sloping bed of 
the recovery truck used to get her out of the 
container and straight into the garage.

Henrietta is road legal in the UK but will 
be off the road over the winter here and I hope 
to have the body work tidied up in time for 
the Spring. Several visitors have had a look 
around her in the garage and have commented 
that she will be a bit of a novelty in this area.

Henrietta was originally registered in the 
Isle of Man as YMN941 on 29 April 1959. I 
imported her into the UK in September 2005 
where she was re-registered as 696UXN and 
then we decided she should come over here 
with us in July 2007. She is a Ford Popular 
103E, chassis number C945520 and has a 
recorded mileage of 48,531. Come the Spring 
I hope to be ready to re-register her here. She 
is number 1471 on the FSOC Anglia, Prefect 
and Popular Register.

With kind regards,
Andy Craig,
Member 1269
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Charging to Show

Dear Sidevalve,

The editorial in the October 2007 edition of 
Sidevalve News mentioned that some classic 
car shows now charge owners for the privilege 
of attending and showing their vehicles! I was 
not aware this is an ongoing issue, but we lead 
sheltered lives here in rural Mid-Wales and 
the matter has obviously passed my by.

We have never been charged to take our 
103E to a show, and as a matter of principle 
we would not pay so long as there are free 
alternatives available. As John Porter says, it 
is a chicken and egg situation. If there were no 
shows then fewer people would see our cars, 
but if we did not attend there would not be 
any shows.

The organisers of the Harry Tuffins 
Supermarket Fun Day, which takes place at 
Churchstoke, Montgomeryshire, each August, 
not only present every exhibitor with a very 
nice plaque, they also hand out £6 to help with 
petrol costs. Admittedly there is a lot going on, 
including a huge car boot sale, which brings 
in the cash (they donate the profits to charity) 
but clearly they feel it important to encourage 
people to bring their vehicles the following 
year.

Another annual Fun Day is held in 
Newtown, organised by Dial-A-Ride who 
provide transport for disabled people. This 
year they have lost most of their funding, and 
in an attempt to raise cash decided to charge 
each classic vehicle £5 to take part in the 
display.

There was such an outcry about the charge 
that it was rapidly dropped. The argument 
wasn’t about the money, as £5 isn’t a vast 
amount, it was the principle. However, one has 
to sympathise with Dial-A-Ride. The display 
was in a public park so they could not charge 
the public to go in.

On the other topic in the editorial, yes, we 
would gladly support any Sidevalve initiative 
within a reasonable distance of home. Our 
self-imposed limit of a 30-mile radius is not 
cast in stone but we would not want to travel 
much further. It is interesting to note some 
other members feel the same way, but at 
the end of the day it has to be up to the 
individual.

The Regional Groups page was also of 
great interest to me. Over two years ago 
I started the Mid Wales and Borders Area 
Group, but it folded after twelve months or so 
as only one person (Tony Ikin) offered to join 
– and technically he lives outside the area.

I know from studying the register that we 
have very few Sidevalves in Mid-Wales, and 
my theory is that all the steep hills put people 
off owning one. Once the engine starts to 
flag in top gear, necessitating a change to 
second, the huge gap between those gears 

makes climbing a long gradient (of which we 
have many) something of a chore – not to 
say an embarrassment if a queue of impatient 
Euroblobs forms up behind. That said, I am 
more than willing to have another try by 
becoming a Regional Contact if the powers-
that-be feel it worthwhile.

Yours sincerely,
Dennis J Duggan
Welshpool

Fan Belts

Dear Sidevalve,

Further to your item(s) concerning the 
fan belt problems experienced in the current 
Sidevalve News I would offer the following 
advice from the past 30 years or so running 
E93A motors in my Morgan F4.

I always use commercially available endless 
belts obtainable from industrial transmission 
specialists. In my case, using the large diameter 
2-brush 6-volt dynamo without a water pump, 
the belt to use is a B37. The ‘B’ denotes the belt 
section and the ‘37’ the internal circumference 
in inches. These belts are supplied in inch 
increments, so by trial and error you can find 
the belt best suited to your application. The 
optimum length is obviously determined by the 
wear on the various pulleys, which affects how 
deeply the v-section belt sits down between 
the side plates?

Sometimes with a new belt the dynamo has 
to be completely removed from its mountings 
and its nose tipped down to get the belt around 
the pulley initially. After this the bolts are 
inserted normally, and the belt functions for 
many thousands of miles with little trouble.

Regards,
John Pole

Alive and Kicking

Dear Sidevalve,

Sidevalve News in June had a picture 
of E83W van 884 FUF in BR livery with 
Yvon’s comment ‘hopefully it is still alive and 
kicking’. The self same van featured in all 
its glory in the October issue of Classic Van 
and Pick Up as one of the exhibits snapped at 
the Kent Show this summer. It is indeed still 
owned by the Bluebell Railway and looks to 
be in tip top condition.

Yours sincerely,
Richard Watson
Ipswich
Member 1028

Argentina Calling

Dear Sidevalve,

I live in Buenos Aires, Argentina and I 
have a Ford Prefect 1950.  I would like to 
exchange information on the car. 

Yours,
José María La Greca 
la_greca@speedy.com.ar (non-member)
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A Sidevalve Morgan ‘Then and Now’ Story
David Harland

My first ever car was a 1935 Morgan 
3-wheeler which I purchased in 1960 for 
£75. At the time I was a student engineer 
on a sandwich course sponsored by British 
Railways, so I had some technical knowledge 
and knew from books I had studied as a boy 
how a motor car worked. But my parents 
never owned a car and I had never driven 
any road vehicle (except a steam traction 
engine) and I did not have a licence. So I 
collected the Morgan with a friend who had 
a licence, put L-plates on it and drove it 
away into a busy Derby street. That seems 
crazy now!

This was the model known as F4, which 
had a 4-cylinder Ford sidevalve engine under 
an orthodox 1930s-style bonnet, in contrast 
to the exposed Vee-twin engines that had 
characterised Morgans up to that time. But 
I soon discovered that the engine had seen 
better days and was consuming oil at a rate of 
about 80 miles per pint. So at every fill-up it 
cost nearly as much for oil as for petrol! The 
engine was the original one in this car, namely 
the 933cc, 8hp.

I overcame the oil consumption problem 
by fitting ‘Cords’, special oil-control piston 
rings, together with piston expanders, which 
were like very strong hair-pin shaped springs 

engaging in the split of the piston skirt. All 
these came as part of a kit available at that 
time. They did the trick; the only disadvantage 
was that if I allowed the oil level to drop 
below about three quarters full, the engine 
would sometimes seize up without warning, 
and then run perfectly freely again when it 
had cooled off for a few minutes.

The brakes were the next item to receive 
some improvement. Originally they were 
cable-operated with simple levers and cams 
to spread the shoes. Even in 1960s traffic 
they were pretty inadequate and inhibited my 
driving by requiring a high level anticipation 
of the need to slow or stop. There were two 
popular modifications to the brakes at that 
time. One was to fit floating cams which 
enabled the cam centres to self-adjust and 

follow-up the greater wear of the leading shoe 
in each drum, which the original set-up did not 
allow. The other was to fit hydraulic brakes to 
the front wheels, and the recommended source 
(then) was parts from a Morris 8, Series E, 
which I think was the first small saloon to have 
hydraulic brakes. I agonised over these options 
but, since we did not then value originality over 
practicality, I went the whole hog and fitted 
the hydraulics. In addition to the efficiency of 
hydraulic operation, the drums were bigger in 
diameter and breadth than the original Morgan 
ones. All this transformed the stopping power 
and hence the general safety and enjoyment of 
the car.

Meanwhile I was getting some driving 
experience in on my own. The Morgan was 
legally in the same category as a motorcycle 
and sidecar, so the tax was low, but also if it 
had no reverse gear it could be driven ‘solo’ 
by a learner driver. So I put a bolt finger-tight 
in the rod which would otherwise engage 
reverse, to nominally block it, and continued 
to drive myself many miles. I also paid for 
some driving lessons in a modern car (Austin 
A 40 ‘Farina’) and eventually passed my test 
in one of those.

The final major modification I did to the 
car was to upgrade the engine, by fitting the 
1172cc, 10hp engine which was an optional 
extra initially and became more usual on 
later F-types. I got the engine as scrap but 
completely refurbished it and fitted it with the 
original 8hp head to boost the compression 
ratio, and an elegant 4-branched exhaust 
manifold made from copper – an illicit job 
out of Doncaster locomotive works! I used the 
original carburettor but fitted below it a gadget 
called the Mangoletsi Manifold Modifier, 
which was a second venturi with a small air-
bleed around its circumference, to aid mixing 
and evaporation. The increase of power these 
mods brought hugely improved my enjoyment 
of the car, including a more relaxed cruise 
at 60-ish mph and much better acceleration 
and hill-climbing despite also raising the final 
drive ratio a bit by a bigger sprocket for the 
final drive chain. (Sidevalve saloon types may 
like to remember that the Morgan 3-wheeler 
has a pretty small frontal area and had to 
be under 8cwt [about 400kg] to be legal, 
so a ‘warm’ 10hp engine in it makes for a 
reasonably lively machine.)

Then and now. The L plate is gone ...

Above: The Morgan chassis. Engine and clutch at front, gearbox at rear (nearest camera). Note the IFS!
Below: Morgan chassis plus body framing. Note the straight exhaust!
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Full Circle

So, this was my introduction to motoring, in 
pre-motorway days when most trunk routes 
went down the high street of virtually every 
town on the way. Very exciting and enjoyable 
it was, too. The Morgan was my sole transport 
for four years and carried me with very little 
trouble for thousands of testing miles (since 
as a young man I did not treat it very kindly!). 
My journeys included climbing the Wrynose 
and Hardknott passes in the Lake District 
just for fun, as well as every steep hill in 
Derbyshire, and driving in darkness off a low 
cliff edge onto the beach at Cleethorpes to join 
my friends camping during a jazz festival!

But after a while I hankered after something 
more up-market – and bird-catching, perhaps 
– so bought an early Morgan 4/4. (It was 
awful but that’s another story.) I did not have 
anywhere to keep the 3-wheeler as well so I 
sold it to another young and enthusiastic club 
member for £65. It was actually a much better 
car than when I had bought it but I did not 
have the heart to ask as much or more than I 
had paid in the first place.

In due course I entered into what was then 
an orthodox life-course of marriage, children, 
career moves and so on which precluded 
playing with old cars just for fun. But many 
years later, after I had retired early, I began 
to wonder what had happened to my original 
Morgan. I made inquiries from the Morgan 
3-wheeler Club (MTWC) and was told it was 
still in their register. The club forwarded to 
the then owner a letter from me describing my 
interest in the car, and he kindly responded, 
saying that he had bought it in a falling-to-
pieces state and was restoring it as a retirement 
project. Although he did not really want to 
part with it, after a while he did agree to sell 

the bits to me, so in December 2003 I got 
back, in pieces, my first car on which I had 
learnt to drive!

Over several years since then I have 
restored it and now have it all road-legal and 
usable again. It generates a lot of interest 
wherever I go, all the more so when I explain 
that I owned it before, in 1960! After the 
initial shock as to how demanding it is to drive 
compared to modern cars (I had forgotten), I 
now enjoy it a lot.

Room for Improvement

But there are some ‘could be better aspects’:

I have restored the original hydraulic 
brakes, on the basis that it was a ‘period’ 
modification anyway, but they are not as 
reassuring as they were long ago. One reason 
may be that the shoes do not have as much 
friction as the asbestos-based ones of the 
past, but probably also my expectations have 
shifted, being used now to servo-assisted disc 
brakes on everyday cars! The good news is 
that the footbrake acts on the front wheels 

only and you get used to that level of braking, 
but the handbrake acts on the back wheel, so 
it acts as a useful reserve when running out of 
road, and has proved useful in that way.

Secondly it came back to me with an 
8hp engine refitted, which seemed in good 
serviceable condition so I have kept it for 
now. It propels the car adequately but it seems 
very puny in modern traffic, being slow to 
accelerate and quickly dropping back in speed 
as soon as any uphill gradient is encountered. 
So I have acquired a very rusty and ancient-
looking 10hp engine which I shall overhaul 
and retro-fit as I did all those years ago.

Finally, I am unhappy about the gear noise. 
The car has its original gearbox, which is not 
Ford but Morgan’s own 3-speed with straight-
cut teeth and no synchro on any. When I had 
it in the 1960s second gear was very noisy 
indeed. This time around I visually examined 
the gears and they seemed serviceable; I 
thought that in all that time someone must 
have put some new gears in it. But no! Second 
now screams worse than ever before, and 
when I climb a steep hill it causes heads to 
turn to see what on earth is coming! So I have 
invested in a new gear cluster from the spares 
service run by the MTWC, and will fit that, 
together with the bigger engine, in the next 
few months.

I have suffered occasional misfiring after 
pushing it a bit hard, but rerouting the fuel 
piping as far as possible from the exhaust 
system, and lagging pipes which cannot be 
distanced, seems to have cured that – the 
dreaded vaporisation with twenty first century 
fuel. Unfortunately all the fuel in the Morgan 
is pre-warmed as not only is all the fuel piping 
under the bonnet, but so is the tank!

So, that’s my story; I now can and do drive, 
just for pleasure and fun, the quirky little car 
that was my first ever set of wheels some 47 
years ago.

The sidevalve under a Morgan F4 bonnet.

The Morgan F4 complete (but the hood is not often up!)
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Technical Tips
John Pole

As I have had very few enquiries lately 
I hope you will forgive me for inflicting 
a further instalment of my E93a Prefect 
restoration saga.

I have, at last, replaced and renewed the 
running gear. Here of course I had the great 
advantage where necessary to use parts in 
better condition which I had gathered over 
the years from a large number of later cars 
(largely scrapped Populars) and did not have 
to resort to repairing poor, worn and degraded 
components. The only exceptions were the 
specific long wheel base torque tube and 
longitudinal rear brake rod, and of these I only 
had to outsource the latter. By rifling through 
my collection of bits and by using original 
parts if possible I was able to complete the 
whole assembly with parts showing little wear. 
What was particularly satisfying was to be 
able to use original sets of clevises and clevis 
pins from my ‘hoard’. In the past I have found 
these very difficult to replace because of Ford 
non-standard clevis pin sizes.

The two problems I had getting to this 
stage were all of my own making. I wanted 
to obtain a good resilient finish on the chassis 
and underbody. I had previously tried a well 
known metal paint on my Popular and that had 
not proved a good solution. I explained this 
situation to the car paint factor and suggested 
the possible use of a synthetic paint. He 
recommended Chassis Black. I had my doubts 
but was assured it was just what I needed. 
This in fact was a disastrous decision. I have 
been unable to achieve a smooth gloss finish 
with this ‘paint’ and when I resorted to trying 
to smooth it down with wet and dry paper to 
remove the brush strokes I could not get a 
good result. As I had previously painted an 
anti-rust primer the only way I could get this 
dreadful stuff off was to go back and use a 
scraper and a heat gun, remove both paint 
finishes and start all over again. After a lot of 
thought I decided to leave it on but I did strip 
and repaint most of the running gear in black 
spray acrylic (I now also find that Chassis 
Black reacts with cellulose)!

The other difficulty was overcome by 
thought after a ‘red mist moment’. I had got 
to the point of fitting the rear brake drums, 
having previously fitted the front drums with 
no problems at all. After greasing the wheels I 
offered up one of the drums to the end of the 
axle, but however I wiggled it I just could not 
get it to fit. In a fit of exasperation I picked up 
my 2½lb hammer and whacked the drum to 
try and move it, which did the paintwork no 
good at all. After I had calmed down I realised 
that if I released the nuts securing the shoe 

expander in position then there may be enough 
leeway to ease the drum on, and this in fact 
was the case. In retrospect this was an easy 
solution; after all, the front drums had gone on 
relatively easily simply because of movement 
allowed by the slotted design of the brake 
adjuster back plate on the front axle.

Having achieved a rolling chassis I then 
chose to paint the front bulkhead in order to 
fit my newly rebuilt engine.

I have always thought that there are three 
really difficult jobs in car restoration: welding, 
painting and upholstery. Most welding is out 
of sight and can be hidden by filler. Upholstery 
is inside the car and the judicious use of a car 
rug. etc can hide imperfections in an original 
interior. But paintwork is very, very obvious.

I chose to remove as much paint as possible 
from the bulkhead by using pads and dry 600 
grade paper. I did this because I find that paint 
strippers are relatively ineffective on the old 
Ford undercoat and I have had bad experiences 
where even though I have visually removed 
all the stripper, a few months later the top 
coat has reacted with some leftover residue. 
Having done this I then used a tin of cellulose 
spray primer to cover over the bulkhead as a 
sort of guide coat and rubbed down the high 
spots, knocked out the ‘dings’ and made sure 
the incorrect holes were all welded up. I then 
sprayed over the metal with two coats of high 
build primer using standard thinners. After 24 
hours, using a rubber block, a bowl of washing 
up liquid and water, and 800 grade wet and 
dry paper I sanded down the whole area. There 
were a number of places where I went through 

the primer so I gave the whole bulkhead 
another coat and waited 24 hours before I 
again sanded down with 800 grade wet and 
dry.

At this point, using anti bloom thinners 
I gave two coats of 20% paint mix to the 
bulkhead and after 24 hours rubbed over with 
1200 wet and dry. I kept finding small high 
spots and runs so did this process twice and 
when I was satisfied/resigned (!) left the finish 
another 24 hours before I finished off with 
two coats of top coat using top gloss thinners 
in a 10% paint mix.

It is still not perfect but it is under the 
bonnet and I will rub the whole area over 
with G7 rubbing compound in a few weeks. 
Ford certainly didn’t finish it off very well 
themselves; the pressing shows lots of creases 
at all sorts of angles!

Happy sidevalving.

Two views of the repainted bulkhead.
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Tales of BLC
Jim Norman

There is little to report on the running of the 
car this issue; she has continued to provide 
reliable daily transport in accordance with 
The Plan. 9th October marked the first 
anniversary of my ownership of the car, 
with an extra 17,810 miles on the odometer 
to prove it!

I have now passed the stage of upgrading 
the car to my needs – electric wipers, halogen 
headlamps, etc. – and have made good 
progress on ensuring the mechanical condition 
of the car matches her appearance. One piece 
of routine maintenance I do is to change all 
brake cylinder seals and fluid every two years, 
and I decided to give BLC this treatment in 
October. Let me assure everyone that there 
were no obvious defects with the brakes; they 
all worked well and the fluid level stayed up. 
What I found therefore came as something of 

a shock, and entailed, in addition to the seals 
and fluid, all shoes, rear hose and one nearside 
front wheel cylinder. The photos show the 
seals from the back cylinders, which had the 
consistency of sponge and were probably 
the 47-year old originals. I wish to thank 
Neil Patten for once again providing the 
necessary parts in record time, despite the 

postal disputes. Unfortunately, and despite 
the conditions shown, I cannot record any 
improvement in braking performance, which 
rather emphasises the need to check the 
system’s condition, rather than rely on 
everything having worked well so far.

Left: rear hose. Right: rear seal

Ford Popular 103E body panels free to a good 
home. Good spares with a little repair work 
necessary on some. Must be willing to collect. 
3x front wings, pair of inner wings, bonnet 
halves with hinge and front cowl. Telephone 
Robin Edwards 01234 838331 / 07702 
257200, Bedfordshire. Email 
robin.p.edwards@btinternet.com (non-member)

Looking for parts 1948 Prefect hood grill 
bumpers and other body parts. I have the 
complete drive train for sale out of this 48 Prefect 
only 17,000 mile on it but has been sitting 
for several years. Email smokey4111@cox.net. 
Arkansas, USA. (non-member)

Ford Anglia E04A/early Prefect front wings. 
These wings are real nice and need no work. 
One side has had a bottom repair but the 
other could be NOS. You won’t find another 
pair this good. £180. Telephone Craig House 
01373 464742, Frome, Somerset. Email 
housecraig@yahoo.co.uk (non-member)

100E Sidevalve engine for sale. 1172 cc. 
Telephone Gary Semper 07887 875458, East 
Anglia. Email allwet.watersports@virgin.net 
(non-member)

107E 1960 OHV engine complete with 
manifold, dynamo and flywheel. 107E 
gearbox. 105E Anglia 1962 rear axle 
complete with brakes. For more details please 
call after 6pm. Telephone Brian Rickett 
01206 841349, Essex, Suffolk border.

Semaphore indicator, 6 volt, unused, not 
recon, as new condition, rescued from Ford 
dealer in early 1970s. £30. Telephone Tim 
Cropper 07966 290562, West Midlands. 
Email timcropper@trc3000.fsnet.co.uk (non-
member)

Large quantity of E93A second hand spares 
all sorts of bits but no panels too much to list 
individually I will sell the LOT. Telephone 
01206 393708 Mistley, Essex, Suffolk border. 
Email bobhorlock@onetel.com 
(non-member)

100E engine, gearbox, rear axle, front suspension, 
steering box and more. Telephone Graham 
Williams 01920 870049, Ware, Hertfordshire. 
Email grahamgwilliams_uk@ntlworld.com (non-
member)

103E engine, gearbox, front axle, rear axle, 
steering box, front seats (tear in back). Offers. 
Telephone 01228 515894, Cumbria. Email 
camsuefin@talktalk.net (non-member)

Free if you can collect. Brand new CW&P 
for E83W. (Donation to local hospice 
appreciated.) Telephone Steve Waldenberg 
0113 226 7497, Leeds. Email 
steve@cpsairedale.co.uk

8HP engine complete in running order with 
all accessories available in the New Year. 
At present powering my type F4 Morgan 
3-wheeler. [Up-grading to 10HP]. Make an 
offer or call to discuss. David Harland 
on 01202 623070, email on: 

email@davidharland.co.uk [Poole, Dorset]

Parts for Sale

New parts:

• 103E FSOC Sills £40; • Roof Rubber 
£15; • Cords +40 Ring Set £15; • Chrome 
Window Winders £8 pair; • Boot Lock Cover 
£3; • Fuel Pump Repair Kit BD3 £10; • 
Flasher ‘EARS’ SPARTO £15 pair
Used 103E parts:
• Front Wings Steel £50 pair; • Rear Driver 
Side Wing Steel £20; • Radiator Panel with 
chrome £20; • Side Panel Driver Side £10; 
• Ignition Switch £5; • Rear Glass £2; • 
Grill Chrome Ovals £7 pair; • Rear lamp 
lenses x10  £2 to £5 each; • Headlight Lenses 
original £2; • & More

Telephone Bill Moore, 01942 225632, Wigan. 
Email william.s.moore@talktalk.net

Miscellaneous

Twenty-two copies of Sidevalve News from 
the nineties and nine copies from 1984 
and 1985. Email anneraineinteriors@ 
blueyonder.co.uk (non-member)

Ford Popular in our local scrapyard, minus 
engine, but it looks like a salvageable project. 
Appleby-in-Westmorland, Cumbria. Contact 
Chris Sowerby 07976 442781 (non-member)

Pop Shopper continued from page 20: Spares 
for Sale
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The Fixed Jet Carburettor
Jim Norman

For the June 2007 issue of Sidevalve 
News, Nev Lear wrote a masterful article 
on the problems of the Uprights’ Zenith 
carburettor. He explained some of the 
problems that afflict this instrument and 
gave some of the solutions. Many of the 
problems however are inherent in a fixed 
jet carburettor, so I hope he doesn’t mind 
if I move on and explain these in general 
terms.

It is first necessary to understand how a 
carburettor of whatever type works, and Figure 
1 should help this. Air is drawn through the 
carburettor by the engine each time one of its 
cylinders goes through the induction stroke. A 
given volume of air passes into the carburettor 
top at a certain air speed, but this air speed 
must increase as the air passes the restriction 
of the venturi as the same volume is passing 
through a narrower gap. As the air speed 
increases, this creates a partial vacuum (more 
correctly, a depression) at the narrowest part 
of the venturi.

At this point is mounted the discharge beak, 
a passageway for fuel in direct communication, 
via the main jet, with the float chamber. The 
beak’s outlet is set slightly above the fuel 
level to prevent any siphoning, but when the 
depression forms, air pressure above the fuel 
forces it through the passageway, out of the 
beak and into the air stream, where it is 
vaporised and thoroughly dispersed in the 
flow.

The beauty of the system is that it is, to 
some extent, self regulating. At high rpm or 
when the throttle is opened, more air is drawn 
into the engine and through the venturi, raising 
the vacuum. The increased vacuum in turn 
draws in more fuel, so the mixture should 
remain fairly constant. It doesn’t, because we 
are dealing with two different substances: air 
(a gas); and fuel (a liquid, at least as far 
as the discharge beak). These have different 
properties: a gas has no fixed volume so 
can expand as pressure drops, which is what 
happens at the venturi. As vacuum rises with 
throttle or rpm, so the volume of air entering 
the engine does not rise in proportion. But a 
liquid has a constant volume and the volume 
doesn’t proportionally drop with increased 
vacuum. The result is that comparatively less 
air than fuel reaches the engine at high throttle 
openings and high rpm, giving a richer than 
desirable mixture.

The fixed jet carburettor is just that; fuel 
will flow at a given rate for a given fixed 
jet size, so other means have to be found 
to reduce the mixture strength at the higher 
levels. On the Zenith (and the 100E’s Solex) 
this is done by air bleed. The fuel, after passing 
through the main jet, enters a separate vertical 
chamber containing the air correction/ diffuser 
jet (Figure 2). This is hollow and contains 
a series of horizontal holes, and is open to 
atmosphere at the top. Normally the fuel level 
inside the chamber and, via the holes, the jet 
will be the same as in the float chamber and 
above the top series of holes, but as vacuum 
rises at the discharge beak, the fuel level in the 
chamber will drop, exposing ever more of the 
holes. Air is then drawn through the exposed 
holes and into the fuel stream to the discharge 
beak, so the fuel entering the venturi contains 
a proportion of air. This proportion increases 
with vacuum, so the greater air content offsets 
the tendency to over-richness at the higher 
levels.

Like the simple carburettor, it works up to 
a point and was – just about – good enough 
for our simple Sidevalves with their low rpm 
and power outputs. But as engine design 
developed, further methods to maintain an 
ideal air / fuel ratio were needed, so giving 
compensating jets, compound jets, economy 
jets, accelerator pumps and a whole host of 
other add-ons, culminating in the twin-choke 
unit: one choke (or venturi) to deal with the 
low throttle / low rpm situation; the other to 
deal with the higher power requirements. And 
each side had to have all its own bells and 
whistles as outlined above.

In reality, each of these measures gave an 
approximately correct mixture over a small 
throttle / rpm range, then handed over to the 

next, which covered the next range before it 
too ran to the end of its tolerance scale 
and handed over to the next group. And so 
on. So the mixture was always nearly, but 
never quite, correct. The true answer was the 
constant depression carburettor, in which the 
size of the venturi and jet size varied with 
engine requirements. The most successful of 
these was the SU, which employed a piston 
driven by engine vacuum to set the venturi 
and jet sizes for a given engine requirement 
(originally the piston was a leather diaphragm 
and the initials S.U. stand for Skinners’ Union). 
Despite the attractions of this system, Ford 
(and others) would have needed to pay a 
royalty to BMC or whatever they were 
called at the time. Eventually Ford produced 
its own constant depression carburettor, the 
notorious VV (Variable Venturi). The problems 
encountered with this complex piece of kit 
were so bad that a repair kit was eventually 
issued, consisting basically of a twin-choke 
Weber!

But the SU was good; ‘The Ford 10 Tuning 
Manual’ and ‘Supertune Your 100E’ both 
recommend it for the Sidevalve engine if 
serious tuning work is to be undertaken. But 
while the SU provided good performance and 
economy, it wasn’t quite good enough to match 
today’s emission requirements, which called 
for electronically controlled fuel injection with 
feedback through a Lambda sensor. However 
good for the environment an efi system might 
be, it does not, despite what you might have 
heard, give a better performance than a good 
carburettor set up.

Figure 1. Carburettor operation Figure 2. The fixed jet carburettor
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Noddy Gets a New Loom
Peter Williams

For new readers I should explain that 
Noddy is my 1956 E83W pick-up which has 
been developed over the years to make it 
more usable in modern traffic conditions. 
It now boasts a 100E engine and lots of 
electrical gadgets that were not installed in 
Dagenham. The various mods tended not 
to be fitted to the highest standards and, if 
I’m honest, the modified wiring was a bit of 
a dog’s dinner. On top of that the original 
loom was getting very brittle, the insulation 
a bit dodgy and all the connections very 
corroded. I bit the bullet and decided to 
completely rewire the vehicle.

Although new looms are available, they 
would be no use due to all the changes over the 
years. Those changes have included up-rating 
to 12 volts with negative earth, a 6-way fuse 
box, electric wipers, flashers, fog lamp, twin 
stop/tail lamps, an interior light, an electric 
fuel pump that can be switched on when 
required, a cigar-lighter socket to plug in 
external lights etc. and a fan (an old Smith’s 
heater blower) which blows cold air on the 
petrol pump in times of stress. In addition, 
I decided it was time to fit hazard flashers 
(Noddy always breaks down in the worst 
possible places), a reversing light and a main-
beam warning light. To make life easier for 
future additions the new loom would include 
three spare wires running from the fuse box to 
various points around the vehicle (one under 
the dash, one to both front corners and one to 
both rear corners).

The project started with the planning stage. 
It’s no good just ripping out all the old wiring 
and then start feeding one new wire at a 
time all round the chassis. This would soon 
become very confusing and would be almost 
impossible to wrap properly in situ. Another 
consideration was that Noddy is in regular use 
and the aim was to have him out of action for 
the minimum possible time.

The first phase of the operation took place 
at the computer keyboard drawing the wiring 
diagram (just like the one in the workshop 
manual). You could do it with pen and paper 
but expect to do a lot of rubbing out. An 
accurate wiring diagram (with colours shown) 
is an essential first step so that it is clear what 
needs to be connected to what and will also be 
invaluable in the future when tracing electrical 
faults. I ordered the hazard switch in advance 
which luckily came with a connection list. 
Why is it necessary to make hazard switches 
so complicated? This one has got seven wires, 
the flasher switch another seven and there are 
five to the flasher unit. The whole diagram 
reproduced here is probably too small to 
follow but a section is shown enlarged to 
illustrate the detail.

The next phase was to draw a dimensioned 
loom layout. Measurements were carefully 

taken on the vehicle of every point where the 
main loom would be routed and every point 
where wires would enter or leave the loom. As 
with the wiring diagram, you won’t be able to 
see the detail on the complete drawing so a 
section is also shown enlarged to illustrate the 
principle used. Distances are shown between 
all points and the number of wires in each 
section to give an idea of the wrapped diameter 
of the bundle. Where individual wires leave 
the loom the length of free wire is also shown. 
The finished drawing showed that the total 
length was just less than eight metres. A list 
was also compiled with the data for each 
separate wire. It included the start point, the 
end point, the wire diameter (current capacity), 
colour, length and the type and size of terminal 
needed on each end. Talking of colour, I was 
determined to have enough different colour 
combinations so that there would be no mix-
ups when building the loom or making the 
final connections; more on that subject later. 

The total length of wire needed came to 90 
metres and there were 79 separate wires.

Now that it was all designed the next 
stage was to order all the necessary wire, 
connections, terminals, crimping tools, 
grommets etc. etc. I found a very useful 
company called Vehicle Wiring Products of 
Ilkeston in Derbyshire (vehicleproducts.co.uk) 
whose catalogue listed just about everything 
you could possibly need for electrical jobs on 

Diagram detail, and the whole diagram

Loom detail, and the whole loom

Continued on page 36
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a vehicle. They stock hundreds of different 
coloured wires in a full range of thicknesses 
and will supply by the metre if you don’t 
need a whole roll. The final order ran to 
two full closely typed pages and virtually 
everything arrived in the post a few days later. 
Unfortunately they were out of stock of two 
of the coloured wires on the order. Now, there 
are plenty more colours to choose from and a 
more careful person would have ordered the 
alternatives but I was keen to get started and 
thought that it wouldn’t hurt to use the same 
colour for a couple of different components. 
After all, I would change the wiring diagram 
so it wouldn’t be a problem.

Building the Loom

Now comes the decision of how and where 
to actually build the loom. My garage is only 
just big enough to accommodate Noddy but it 
doesn’t allow any working space when he’s in 
there so the loom building arrangements had 
to go round the walls. I screwed planks to 
one wall and across one end. I measured off 
and pencilled on all the strategic points and 
then drove 2-inch nails partly in at each point. 
Working from my list of wires I cut each one 
to length and draped it on the nails, bending 
the end downwards at the nail where it started 
and ended. A bit more than the designed length 
was left at each end ‘just in case’. The picture 
shows this stage of the job. 

The main run of the existing loom starts at 
the right hand side of the dashboard ...

... near the ignition switch and fuse box  
(middle column, top), runs across the back 
of the dashboard (middle column, bottom), 
through the bulkhead, down the near-side inner 
wing and across the front of the bottom of the 
radiator.

At this point a branch goes to the off-side 
headlamp and the dip switch while the rest 
runs down the off-side chassis member, via 
the stop-lamp switch to the off-side rear lamp, 
then across the rear cross-member to the near-
side rear lamp. You can see now why it is 
nearly 8 metres long. The wire from the fuse 
box to the dip switch is just less than 4 metres 
long.

Now the long and boring business of taping 
up can begin but if you are wise you will 
double check that the right colour wires are 
sticking out in the right places, and it might not 
be a bad idea to re-check some dimensions off 
the vehicle. All sorts of fancy modern plastic 
tubing and stuff is available for wrapping 
cables but I opted for the good old black 
cloth sticky tape to make it look a bit more 
authentic. Many of the terminals were also 
fitted at this stage because it’s easier to do 
while the loom is hanging on the wall.

The Moment of Truth

The moment of truth had now arrived; if the 
new loom was to be installed the old one had 
to come out. To keep the vehicle mobile so 
that it could still be driven in and out of 
the garage as work progressed, the ignition 
and dynamo wires were left connected. The 
new components (reversing lamp and hazard 
switch) were now fitted and the spider’s web 
of new loom was lifted off its nails and the 
installation started by feeding the rear-lamp 
end through the hole in the bulkhead from the 
inside. It had to be done this way because the 
mass of wires at the fuse-box end together 
with the bulky plug for the hazard switch 
wouldn’t go through the hole. I continued to 
feed the loom down the near-side inner wing, 
across the radiator etc. and down the off-side 
chassis member. I felt really smug when the 
two short wires for the stop-lamp switch 
finished up in exactly the right place.

Now began the job of reconnecting all 
the components, lamps, etc. and fitting those 
terminals which hadn’t been done earlier. All 
went well; the right colour wires were sticking 
out of the loom in all the right places. So as not 
to be dependent on rusty lamp bodies making 
a good earth connection to rusty bodywork 
I hard-wired all the earths to new earthing 
points at strategic places. One of the goodies 
in the catalogue was brass strips with various 
numbers of spade lugs on them. One of these 
was fixed with self-tappers at the various 
earthing points and then the earth wires were 
fitted with spade terminals to suit. The picture 
shows one of these on the inner wing which is 
earthing the head lamp, fog lamp, flasher and 
extra cooling fan.

Finally, it couldn’t be put off any longer 
– the old ignition wires had to be ripped out 
and power connected to the new loom. The 
battery cable was tentatively touched against 
the battery post in case there were any dead 
shorts. So far so good: ignition on, engine 
starts, dynamo charges. Now let’s try the 
flashers. Walking round the vehicle to see what 
is working I noticed that the left-hand flashers 
were permanently on with the ignition. This 
became even more weird when they stayed 
on after the wire to the left flashers was 
disconnected at the flasher switch! If you 
were paying attention you will now recall 
the missing colours in the order for wire. 
This resulted in two wires of the same colour 
coming out of the end of the loom, one of 
which was from the left flashers and should 
have gone to the flasher switch, the other 
was the feed to the petrol pump switch which 
should have gone to the fuse box. After a few 
choice words which were something like ‘oh 
bother, you really should be more careful’ the 
problem was solved. Another problem with an 
embarrassing outcome was the petrol gauge. 
It wouldn’t work even though the tests in the 
workshop manual said it should. It was at this 
point I dipped the tank to find it was virtually 
empty! Always check the obvious things first.

Everything is now working. One of the 
obvious advantages is that the headlights no 
longer die to a glimmer when the engine 
is below 2000 rpm and I shall feel better 
protected when Noddy breaks down in a bad 
spot. So don’t be daunted, a complete re-wire 
can be carried out successfully at home and 
hopefully you will have learned from my 
mistakes.

Noddy Gets a New Loom contd
Continued from page 35


